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Parish (Unitarian) church. Service
Sunday at 10.45 a. m., with sermon by
the pastor. Sunday school at noon. Castle
Channing, K. O. K. A., meets Friday evening

The Christian Scientists hold services in
their hall, 127 Main street, Sunday morning
at 11 o’clock; subject, Sacrament; and Wednes-
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Mr. and Mrs.

The annual meeting of the North Congregational church will be held today, January 6th.
Supper will be served in the vestry at 6 o’clock;
roll call of members, reports and business at
Members unable to be preshalf past seven.
ent are requested to send a message to be read
at the meeting.
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,slow brought
fraternal greeting
’■
®aptist cha^'h in South
the Baptist church
in Liberty

Parsons of Stockton
at Solomon Parson’s,

Mrs. Elma Mitchell and daughter Millie have
moved from their residence at the Head of
the Tide and will spend the remainder of the
winter season at the Brooks House.
Mrs. Eugene L. Stevens returned home December 30th from a visit in Lewiston, where
she was the guest of Judge and Mrs. W. HNewell. She attended the Higgins-Goss wed-

Capt. Horace Atwood, a lifelong resident of j
ding December 25th and the Pendleton-HodgHampden,is very sick with pneumonia in Phil- |
son December 29th.
The former was a beautiadelphia, where he is spending the winter with
ful home wedding and the other, a church
his daughter, Mrs. Mary Harding.
wedding, was equally beautiful.
Congressman and Mrs. Edwin C. Burleigh
who had been at their home on Western avenue’
BASKET BALL.
Augusta, during the Christmas recess left last
In the second game at Eastport, December
Thursday for Washington, D. C.
j 29th, the Lobsters defeated Belfast High by a
Ira M. Cobe is reported to be at the head of
score of 24 to 9.
Belfast made a plucky fight
a syndicate that has
bought the J. Pierpont and held the locals well in the first half, which
>
Morgan interests in the Chicago traction com- ended 8 to 5. In the second half the Lobsters
I
pany—a deal involving about fifty million dol- showed up
strong and piled up a comfortable
lars.

lead. The game was hard and scrappy,
although
Miss Wilda L. Vose left by train
Saturday j very few fouls were called. The contest was
morning to resume her school duties in Massa- witnessed by one of the largest crowds that
chusetts after spending the Christmas vaca- ever saw a game in Eastport. The
summary:
tion with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.W. C. Vose, Lobsters (25)
Belfast H. S. (9)
Rutherford, If, 3. rb, Collins, 1
Northport Avenue,

Bradford, rf.lb,

Fahey
Wilson Ellis, who has been employed for i Bradish, c, 4, (2) .. Stevens
the anuual meeting of the Baptist Sun- some time in Hamilton City, Calif has accept- W att, lb, 3.rf, Lothrop 2
SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.
day school last Sunday the following officers ed a position with the Goodman & Neil Cloth- Davis, rb, 1.If, H. Dickey 1(1)
were
elected: Secretary,
Referee, W. S. Alexander. Time, 20-minute
Mrs.
Benjamin
Judge Leslie C. Cornish of Augusta Robertson; assistant Secretary, Gerald W. ing Company in Greeley, Colo., and will enter halves.
his
1
duties
Howard; treasurer, William F. Stevens; '.ibra- ; upon
January 16th
protect his vegetables
iMc.r.-TiEiL'Liyp aftre
Piesiding.
Edwin S. Perkins: pianist, Edith L. Bur- j
The Belfast High five rather outclassed
Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Parker of Belfast and
until he could move thfm. The fire is supposThe January term of the Supreme Judicial rian, The
is 154 and the average I
membership
gess.
in Woodland, last
Thursday night
ed to have caught from a defective chimney. Court opened in the Court House Tuesday attendance 115. The school has enjoyed a Miss Ruth Ames of Boston were in Rockland Woodland,
4th. Following are the offilast week as guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. I. Bur- at basket bail, winning by a score of 56 to 11.
The main house was destroyed, but the fire- morning, January
pleasing and prosperous year.
cers and jurors in attendance:
The summary:
men saved the L and barn, doing excellent
The churches of Camden have united in an rows, Beech street. Mr. Parker took two
Judge, Hon. Leslie C. Cornish of Augusta.
Belfast H. S. (56)
Woodland (11)
Clerk, Tileston Wadlin, Belfast.
evangelistic campaign, whicn began last Sun- 1 Scottish Rite decrees while there.
work with snow and the two wells of water on
H. Dickey, rf. 6. lb, Burgess
day in the M. E. church. From Monday JanuStenographer, Ruel D. Small, Augusta.
the premises. The benefit of the telephone
Mr.
Herbert
Dodge and Mr. Rayvaughn Lothrop, If, 9..rb, Johnson
ary 3rd to Sunday January 9th, the services
Chaplain, Rev. David L. Wilson, Belfast.
A neighbor gave
was illustrated in this case.
Peirce and Mrs. Lizzie A. Bassick all of Bel- Stevens, c, 3. c. Pine 3)
will be in the Congregational vestry; from
County Attorney, H. C. Buzzell, Searsport.
10th
to
16th
at
Amos
F.
the
Belfast.
sent
word
in
to
the
January
Sheriff,
Carleton,
the alarm and also
January
Baptist fast spent Christmas with Mr. and Mrs. Free- W. Dickey, rb, 3.If, Kennedy 4
regard
Collins, lb, 7. rf, Corbett
church; from January 17th to January 23rd at
Crier, E. C. Bowler, Palermo.
twro ful wells of water near the house.
Referee, Mudgett.
Each Sunday night ! man H. Curtis at Poor’s Mills, and had a nice
the Methodist church.
Messenger, E. W. Ellis, Belfast.
treat
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service
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service.
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fruit.
candy,
Hurd,
Ellis,
Deputy Sheriffs,
At Milltown last Friday night Belfast
At 1.30 a. m. Sunday morning the night las E. Bowler, W. L. Gray and E. W. Besse.
High
-urejspeil
begin at 7.30 during the week.
Roy Hack, son of Rev. Roland T. Hack of defeated the local team
Grand Jury. Charles M. Howes of Liberty,
by a score of 79 t 23.
;i'ed cfuner;l watch discovered fire in the grocery store of
Castle Waldo, K. O. K. A. of the Methodist | Gorham,
of
the
North
Con1
formerly pastor
foreman; Clyde Alien, Burnham; Perley Berry, church elected officers December
The summary:
31st as fol‘fed Gioon a. Whitt -n Brothers in Opera House block on
church of this city, was a weekKnox; Edwin C. Boody, Brooks; Henry J. lows:
Belfast H. S (79)
King, Paul Smith; seneschal, Linville F ; gregational
Mii.i.town (23)
Ufe(j H. H Church street. The alarm was rung from box Chaples, Belfast; Albion C. Clark, Prospect;
Whitmore; sentinel. Chester Roberts; constable | end guest of Mrs. E. J. Morison, Court street. Lothrop, If, 9. .rb, Harvey
W nA
25 and ne pane of gla.-s was broken from each Nelson V. Cornforth, Thorndike; H. A. Dodge,
Willard
Whiting and Ear[ Mr. Hack is an instructor in Williams college, H. Dickey, rf, 6 (1).lb, FitzpatricK 2
H. M. Griffin, Stockton Springs; Wil- Tracy Elms; heralds,
Islesboro;
door and an entrance forced into the store.
Harford; chancellors, Earl Hodgkinson, Ches- and is
c, 9. c. Redding 2
liam H. Hall, Belfast: Oscar W. Hathaway,
spending the holidays with his parents Stevens,
ftnuary1 The fiiv had started from a
W. Dickey, rb
If, Murphy 3
pile of sacks be- Troy; Lewis Kingsbury, Frankfort; W'illiam S. ter Roberts and W. Harold Fletcher; chamber- in Gorham.
Linville
F.
Chester
Whitmore,
lains,
Roberts,
Collins, lb, 15.Ryan 4 (2)
These Knight, Lincolnville; Charles Libby, Wintertween the office and main counter.
to
W.
Harold
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Hodgkinson,
Fletcher,
Referee, Mudgett. Umpire, Murphy. Time
Tracy
Charles E. Bicknell of Rockland is always
port; Maurice F. Moody, Monroe; D. C. Nickels,
were ti rawn out and in about 25 minutes the
Lewis Johnson and Earl Harford.
The
20-minute halves.
•le to sit
Searsport; Charles E. Plaisted, Searsmont; Geo. Elms,
installation will take place January 7th. A doing something—building a vessel or a wharf
all ou; harm sounded. Mr. Frank Whitten’s F.
C.
W.
R.
Randall,
Montville;
Shorey, Waldo;
himself,
At Searsport last Friday night the .'eiv
banquet will be served at 6.30 in honor of the or buying a wreck. His latest activity, as refamilj ere not aware of the fire until notified C. Thayer, Swanville; Dexter Turner, Palermo; king and will be for members of the Castle
lly. He
ported by the Courier-Gazette, is building a Turtles put up a g vM game against th'
A. B. Whitten, Northport; Ruel Willey, Unity.
the
as
all-out
alarm
e
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by 'ph
just
mbe'r 17,
First Traverse Jury.
II. H.
Lamson, only.
hay barn on his farm in Thomaston. It will Old Town A. t.. five, the visitors win'
The w
was blowing a gale at the time and
Foreman, Freedom; Albert M. Ames, Stockton
The Sunday school of the First Congrega- be 40 by 60 feet and have a
f Brookcapacity for about 27. The first half ended with the visit.
but for the timely discovery of this fire Belfast Springs; J. W. Brock, Searsport; Thomas L. tional church has elected the following officers
sons and
70 tons of hay.
I the narrow lead of 15 to 13. 1 he game was
have had one of the worst conflagra- Shute, Belfast; Alton P. French, Searsmont; and committees for 1910: Supt., H. M. Prenmight
of CharlC. O. Woodbury, Northport; John Greer, Bel- tiss; assistant supt., A. J. Knowlton; secretary
The wedding of Miss L. Grace, only daugh- 1 fast and clean and witnessed by a large ami
tions in its history. The damage was by
mont; John W. Pendleton, Islesboro; C H. and treasurer, Miss Maude Russell; librarian,
ass.f Mrs.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. John C. Chadwick, and | interested crowd. The summary:
smoke,as the fire had made little headway.
Batchelder, Palermo; A. T. Nickerson, Swan- E. S. Bowker; executive committee, Rev. D. L.
C'hapen of
Turtles <27)
John C. Pilsbury of this city will take place at O. T. A. A. (33)
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Wilson,
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! ent, Montville.
M. Craig, Mrs. F. W. Brown; library committhe home of the Chadwicks on Northport
insurance.
4.
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Second
Jury. George H. Fisher, tee, E. S. Bowker, D. L. Wilson, Miss Emeroy
il War, and
Fred B. Edwards, Jack- Ginn; committee on supplies, H. M. Prentiss, avenue, Thursday evening, January 13th, at 7 Lancaster, c, 7 (1).c. Trur.dy 3 (1)
tall Post. He
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o’clock.
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Monroe; George R. Doak, Belfast; Edward E. t.pr. Rpv. D. L. Wilson: nianist. Miss Amv St.nd- 1 only the relatives and intimate friends of the
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Referee, Webber and MoFacharn, alternatago when he place in the Opera H use last Friday evening
Babcock, Belfast; Ernest R. Colson, Winter- dard; superintendent of home department, bride and groom attending.
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Scorer,
Time,
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ing.
D. Sanford, Liberty; R. A. Jones, Miss L. A. MacDowell; missionary superinj»n North port and a merry party danced the old year out and I port; W. Charles
A smart young lady in her 71st year is Mrs.
E. Dearborn, Lincolnville; tendent, Miss Margaret N. Hazeltine.
Brooks;
employed, the new year in. The hall was elaborately dec- Frank J. Connor, Troy; H. T. Scribner, SearsNaomi Eaton of South Thomaston, formerly of
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A Christmas tree was a special feature of Sunset, Me. She
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very frequently walks from
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meeting
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Supernumeraries. Guy L. Peavey, Belfast;
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s years.
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Miss Florence Ferrin of Rockland was the
guest of her sister, Miss Edna Ferrin of this
city, a few days the past week.

Miss Mildred Dyer, who is employed as
waitress in The Alpha restaurant, spent the
holidays in Rockland with her aunt, Mrs.
Charles Thurston.

The services for the week at the Congregational church will be as follows: Junior C. E
Thursday, at 3.00 p. m.; prayer meeting this,
Thursday, evening at 7.30 o’clock; Sunday
morning service at 10.45, with sermon by the
pastor; Sunday school at noon; Y. P. S. C. E.
prayer meeting at 6.30. Castle North, K. O.
K. A. will meet Friday evening.

Harvey S. Cunningham,

Walter

Springs spent Christmas
Pulpit Harbor.

Rev. J. W. Vaughan of. Citypoint will occupy
the Universalist pulpit next Sunday in the absence of Mr. Smith.
The meetings of the K.
O. K. A. and the Brotherhood of David will be
omitted this week.

Maurice W. Lord,
Deputy City Clerk.

contained

o’clock.

There will be an afternoon service of the
Protestant Episcopal church at the North
church vestry next Sunday. Evensong at 3.30
o’clock. Orlando Titherington lay reader. All
are welcome.

Rev. B. P. Judd and Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Robinson of Rockland attended the re-dedication
of the Methodist church in Searsmont December 28th and 29th. Knox county was also represented by Rev. J. R. Laird of Camden, Rev.
D. B. Phelan of Ash Point and Rev. I. H. Lidstone of Union.

thlS fact

Miss Florence D.
Chapicgg^J
Portland, where she will take a
course at Shaw Business
College.
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ment of Maine, I. O. (RV
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prayer by Rev
•Dreams if u

There will be services in the chapel at East
Northport Sunday, January 9th, at 10.45 a. m.,
conducted by the pastor, Rev. G. G. Winslow,
followed by the Sunday school.

for $143.72 in favor of
it being the amount
allowed on account of the expenses of Mr.
in
defending the suit brought by
Cunningham
P. #). H. Carter, on account of the opened
ditch on Waldo avenue.

ment

Alarm box, No. 5, in the Central Telephone
office was used for the first time Friday evening at 6.50, when an alarm was rung in for a
fire on the back road to Searsport near the
Cottrell mill in the house recently occupied by
Frank E. Peirce.
The family had just moved
into a house owned by John Sanborn near the
bridge on the East side and Mr. Pierce had re-

jfi

The Spiritualist Society will hold services at
o'clock next Sunday afternoon in Knowlton’s
hall on High street.
2

to

Elmwood, Mass., Monday by the death of

Underwear, and
h)<» one Qf the

Miss Julia Vaughan of Citypoint left last
Saturday for a visit with her sister, Mrs. LeMiss Margaret Wood of Cambridge,
Mass., roy Woods, at Weils Beach, Maine.
has been spending the holiday vacation at her
Leon Wagner of Hebron Academy is
spendhome in this city.
ing a two weeks vacation at the home of his
Mrs. James Carle of Portland arrived Fri- grandmother, Mrs. Sarah R. Lewis.
day night to visit her sister, Mrs. Velzora MitMr. and Mrs. Stephen Wood left last Monchell, on Cedar street.
day for Somerville, Mass., to spend the winter
William Q. Foster returned to his home in with their daughter, Mrs. Caroline
Hale.
Portland Monday after a visit at the home of
Miss Marian Bowen and her sister, Mrs. Herhis uncle, William H. Quimby.
bert Harris, have returned to Riverside, after
Miss Mary H. Mason, who has been
spend- making a short visit with relatives in Belfast.
ing her vacation in this vicinity, left Monday
Mr. and Mrs. William F. W nite of East Belto resume her
teaching in Newton, Mass.
fast haul
to Lynn, Mass., to
spend he
Miss Mary Cuddy, who is in the
White will engage in carpentry.
employ of winter."
Buck & Clark, Greenville, is at her home in
Mr. and Mrs. N. C. Matthews of
Norwood,
Frankfort for a two months vacation.
Mass., arrived Tuesday evening and will spend
Miss Sarah Collins left Monday noon to visit the remainder of the winter with Mr. and
Mrs.
her sisters, Mrs. Abe Strieker in Worcester (Iharlpfl R ('nnmlic
and Miss Mae Collins in Amherst, Mass.
William H. McLellan, Jr., a corporation lawCapt. E. D. Coombs of Boston has bought the yer of Toledo, 0., has been the guest of his
M. N. Hannan place in Lincolnville and will father, Hon. Wm. H. McLellan, for a few
days.
He left Monday for Toledo.
occupy it later as a fruit and poultry farm.
Rev. Ashley A. Smith left Monday for ProvMiss Alda M. Sargent of Great Barrington,
Mass., has been spending a short vacation with idence, R. I., to attend the Rhode Island Unirelatives in Searsport and friends in this
city. versalist conference and will address the conMr. and Mrs. William Ladd and children and ference this, Thursday, evening.

ine cnurcnes.

day evening at 7.30 o’clock,
cordially welcome.

Clarence E.

Mr. and Mrs. Henry A. Williams of
Bangor
have been the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Frank L.
Field recently.

Dunton & Morse.
The following cases were unassigned:
Pendleton vs. Manchester. Knowlton, Robinson.
Schwarzschild & Sulzberger Company vs.
Towers et als., Conary; Ritchie.
Nutt vs. Campbell, G. H. Morse.

The paragraph relating to ex-policeman
Ryan is copied verbatim from the records and
will no doubt be understood by the parties directly interested, if not by the general public.
The roll of accounts in the highway depart-

ai

p

vs. Carleton. Ritchie; Robinson. Ritchie
Poor, et als. Ritchie; Dunton & Morse.
Brown, Jr., in Equity, vs. Bessey. Brown, Jf.,

at 7

Mr. Frank A. Busse of Jerome,
Idaho, is a
guest at the home of Mis. Annie W. Ellis.
Mr. Wallace C. Shaw and family were called

Miss Isabel Towle left
Saturday for Andover, Mass., where she has a position in the
Bradley school.

vs.

as prayed for.
petition of Leland H. Piper with referthe highway near his premises was
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from Unio
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Miss Eva Knowlton of Boston is
visiting
relatives in Northport and Belfast.

to

court:

to

Adjourned.

pitality last week at the Gentlemen’s Night
meeting of the Travellers' Club came home
enthusiastic over this beautiful home, and are
grieved that it has been invaded even by

e<

-.A crict Superintendent, D. B. Phelan, Dr. B.
? Judd of Pratt memorial church, Rockland,
f.
J. R. Laird of Camden, Rev. A. E. Luce
a Belfast. Rev. E. A. Dinslow of South Mont*.e, Rev. I. H. Lidstone of Union, L. S. Robin-

(;:^h2wasby

except by smoke. Only temporary repairs will be made on the L. now, and J. G.
Aborn began work on the roof the day after
the fire.
There is genera: rejoicing that the fire did
no
greater damage. The architect of the
house was Sir Christopher Wren and it is one
of the fir est specin ens of C olonial architecti re
in New* England and is greatly admired by all
visitors. It stands back from the street with
a sloping law?n in front and is surrounded by
stately elm trees. The interior is no less attractive, and all who shared Mrs. Sibley’s hos-

Haney
January t

Runnells vs. Hill. Runnells; Buzzell.
Dudley ptr. vs. Nickerson. Thompson &
Blanchard; Dunton & Morse.
Haley vs. Peabody. L. C. Stearns; Tomkins
& Doherty.
The following cases will be tried by the

laid on the table.
It was voted to refer to the city solicitor the
question of the right of the police to cause the
removal of curtains, hiding from the street the
interior of certain places of public amusement.
The request from Washington Hose Company
that their room in the basement of the city
building be warmed was referred to the committee on fire department with power to act.
The committee on fire department and city
property was instructed to correct conditions
in the lock-up as regards heating.
It was voted that the bill of C. G. Dickey &
Co., presented at the October meeting, be paid
and entered on the February roll of accounts.
Inquests were held and witnesses examined
in accordance with the insurance law on fires in
Masonic Temple, house of Clara T. Sibley and
store of Whitten Brothers. The inquest on the
fire at the home of Frank E. Pierce was continued to the February meeting.
The report of John S. Davidson,tax collector,
of collections in November and December to
the amount of $11,255.27, was read, accepted
and placed on file.
W. H. Bray was granted a license for $5 to
operate a moving picture theater,to take effect
when the proper booth and other precautions
required by statute law are installed.
George L. Ryan addressed the Board asking
on what complaint he was dismissed from the
night watch. Satisfactory explanation was
given Ryan that no complaint was filed upon
which his dismissal was the outcome.
Harry Clement was elected special police to
substitute for James J. G. Beach during his
vacation of a few weeks.

tents

s

Rirold Miller of Boston; Mrs. Elizabeth Arnold
4 1 way’s by Mr. A. L. Ordway, Miss Myra
Idway of Boston and Miss Lucy Cunningham
\ Searsport. The two gallery windows were
4 in by the Epworth League of the church.
a
banquet was served Tuesday evening in
Jii vestry. Rev. C. H. Bryant acting as toast\ ster. Short speeches were made by the
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like*
•od thoug
■d,
fairy bk>s
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The

Sheldon was so overcome with the smoke
had inhaled in the efforlto save her effects
that she has since been cmfined to her bed.
Mr. and Mrs. Sibley were tie guests of neighbors for the day, but are
a£ain in their home.
The roof of the L. from tie chimney to rear
will have to be entirely rebuilt. But little
damage was done to the main house or its con-

on us
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Mr. Charles A. Horton left
Monday for
business trip to Boston.
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was sounded.
The L. waglractically ruined.
One room was completely blued out. Some of
the furniture in Miss SheldA’s room was saved,
but in a more or less daniled condition, and
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«'ed the fire was breakiBt through the
BBof of the L., and it waBessary to cut
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arch by thoroughly painting the church anf
rsonage inside and out. The church has
en raised three feet, a vestry, ladies’
parlay
d kitchen beautifully finished with
NortJ§
Btrolina pine, an excellent furnace put iq|
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S -he most interesting event in the history of
A Methodist Episcopal church in Searsmont
j k place December 28 and 29, 1909, tvhen the
irch was re-opened after repairs and
;at|ovements had been made and dedicatory
vices
were
held.
This euifice was built in
t*
5, and was remodelled under the labors of
v. E. H. Boynton in 1878 at a cost of
$1, 00*
1899 the various branches of the
Muzzy
nily made an Old Home week gift to th^

n

organic hea

on

PERSONAL.
Miss Carrie Spofford of Bangor is
visiting
friends in this city.

Smith vs. Pendleton.
Dunton & Morse;
Johnson.
Hill vs. Sweaney. Bowden; G.E. Thompson
Gilmore vs. Gilbert. E. F. Littlefield; Dunton
& Morse and Buzzell,
Murphy vs. Walker. Runnells; Buzzell.
American Agricultural Chemical Company
vs. Otis.
Ritchie; Buzzell.

Total.$2,048 02
The following orders were passed in concurrence with the council:
That the pay of the night watch be increased fom $1.50 to $2 per night, and that the city
marshal be instructed to procure a new uniform for officer Beach and a new overcoat for
officer Packard.
That-the city treasurer draw his order for
$112.50, payable to John S. Davidson, collector,
as per his report in November.
That the committee on lights be instructed
to locate 60-candle power Tungsten lights at
the corner of Pearl and High streets and at
the junction of Bridge and Green streets.
That the city treasurer draw his order for
$15 payable to Wayland Knowlton, for six
months' salary as city solicitor.
That the committee on lights locate a 60candle power Tungsten light on Waldo avenue,
as per petition by residents in that vicinity.
In the matter of the petition of Mrs. S. H.
Matthews, et als. and Elmer Small, et als. for
arc lights, brought over from the previous
meetings, the committee recommended that

the
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January meeting

of the city government was held Monday evening, January 3rd.
The roll of accounts was passed, as follows:
Contingent.. $ 1,000 17
Fire department.
195 04
Free Library.
93 45
General school purposes.
229 17
School contingent.
16 14
Free text books.
3138
Park.
1113
471 54
Highways.
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News of Belfast.
Maine's Valuation Increased.. Literary News and Notes. .The Farmer’s
Best Year. .Death of Carl Zerrahn.
Pendleton-Hodgson. Death of Rev.
E- 1
Hanscom. .Maine News Items..
W en I Gits Home (poem). Countv
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County Correspondence... Good Will
Farm.. .Early Telegraphy in Belfast
.Federal Control of Strikes.. .The
Apples of New England (poem.)..A
v
Fugitive Slave Case.

4. Editorials. .News of
Stockton Springs.
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5th, the date finally set by U.
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ondiS. Census Director Durand, according to
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an announcement from the Census Bureau
today. This will be a comforting
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n the
assurance to the several hundred thouier and richer
are believed to be contemplatefore in our his- sand who
for the places.
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was emphatically stated at the buIt
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urce comes reports
reau that the test will be an eminently
ing holiday trade. Even if
reasonable and practical one, similar to
have
to
seem
prices are high, purchasers
that applied to applicants at the Twelfth
had the price. Everybody has been busy.
It will consist of filling out a
Census.
The railroads, the merchants, the clerks,
schedule of population from a desample
the postoffice department, the express
in a narrative form, of typical
been scription
companies; in fact, everyone has
and, in the case of enumerators
families;
handle
to
limit
the
for weeks taxed to
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work
whose
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will be called upon to fill out an adthey
sent
have
Even the poor immigrants
ditional sample schedule of agriculture,
$60,000,000 abroad to the folks at home.
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Houses

Application

The program has not been
out yet, but when adjourn-

ment comes it will find much

important

legislation enacted.
Both Congressional Committees are
hard at work in anticipation of the year’s
elections. The Republicans legitimately
at their permanent headquarters and the.
Democrats less legitimately using the
minority room at the House of Representatives Office Building, where they
have a force at work sending out mail.
The Democrats are claiming that Republican leaders are expressing doubt and
fear, while the fact of the matter is the
opposite is the real truth.
Chairman
McKinley and Secretary
Loudenslager, of the Republican Congressional Committee, both express
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fill;.ng-in, and complete informamethod
tion concerning the test and the
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A Theory that the Schooner Struck an Unchartered Shoal: Government to Investi-

Enforce^ h bnox ^ounty.
H. N. Pringh"
tian Civic Leap^n

gate.
The U. S. Government’s investigation
of the cause of the wreck of the schooner
Davis Palmer in Broad sound, not far
from the entrance to the shipchannel, will
be awaited with keen interest by pilots,
navigators and steamboat men, because
of the belief of many of them that the
schooner struck on an unchartered shoal
in the vicinity of the government’s dump-

deputy sheriffs^-

menace

to deep

far from what the government charts
showed it to be.
One of Boston’s best-known navigators
and pilots said:“I firmly believe that the
schooner struck a mud bank in Broad
sound and that the mud shoal was responsible for the accident. Some time
ago my attention was called to this shoal
by another captain, and about ail the
pilots and seafaring men have steered
clear of that spot, knowing that the
depth as stated on the charts was mis-

on

in

humf

one year
,s ;n every

1
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say will have more
you that where the
government charts show 16 and 17 fathoms of water at the dumping grounds I
know from an actual test by sounding
that there is but five fathoms, or 30 feet,
at mean low tide.
“If the Davis Palmer struck that spot
she broached, and the next sea swept
everything by the board. They may find
ample water where the schooner is now
laying, but there is a shoal not far distant that is uncharted, and you can see
the seas break over it any time when
there is a fair easterly wind and a little

or
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William* Testilit**

Rev. I. W. Williams, Huntington, W. Va.,
writes us as follows: "This is to certify that 1
used Foley’s Kidney Remedy for nervous exhaustion and kidney trouble and am free to say
that Foley’s Kidney Remedy will do all that
you claim for it." Sold by all Druggists.
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CATARRH

i Ely’s Cream
is quickly
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absorbed.
Relief at Once.

Gives
It cleanses, soothes,
heals and protects
the diseased membrane resulting from Cat
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A small tenement.
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Apply
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at the Restaurant,
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M. R. KNOWLTON,
At the Restaurant, No. 99 High Street. Ebe
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a good
The reas<
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| for selling, 1 have business in Florida for t!^^]
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The following list of taxes on real estate
non-resident owners, in the town of SearspoP
for the year 1909, committed to me for colit
tion for said town, on the second day of Jui Chr;
is
here
notice
don
1909, remains unpaid; and
given that if said taxes, interest and charg ercj,
are not previously paid, so much of the rdrer
estate taxed as is sufficient to pay the amou
due therefor, including interest and chargt Alfi
will be sold at public auction at the town hou §toc
in said town, on the first Monday of Fehrua>
1910, at nine o'clock a. m.:
1rer
Lillian Cassens. Cottage at Maple Cro
tine
Campground. Value, $50. Tax, $1.10.
W. S. Marshall. Cottage at Maple Gro $anl
Jeo;
Campground. Value, $50. Tax, $1.10.
W. H. Nickerson. Land in Searsport. Vale iai;
$60; Tax, $1.32.
nee
Albert T. Peabody Est. Land in Searspo
: Value, $200.
Tax, $4.40.
,hrj
Mrs. John Stowers.
Building in Searspo,
Value, $1,760. Tax, $38.50.
"n
Margaret Sawver Est. Building in Sear
Iau(
port. Value, $200. Tax, $4.40.
Building ir Sear md
Sarah S. Sawyer Est.
he
port. Value, $50. Tax, $1.10.
Thos. O. Nickerson. Building in Searspo nd
$2.75.
Tax,
IValue, $125.
™
F A CURTIS,
J
•Collector of Taxes of Searsport
December 21, 1909.—3w52
I

ment Protection.
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Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the town
Searsport, in the county of Waldo, for

and remodel

up-to-date.
Goods sent anywhere
Highest cash prices ft

The Big Schooner Wyoming Would Never
Have Been Built Were it Not for Govern-

Ml'.^hic^

^
nel"

sS ^C.
^PffiWayf
farm;
by county road; 100

Collector’s Notice of Sale,

TO
I

AN OBJECT LESSON.

sSnfbut

ens
mov

--

All Furs

EThere

A- 1

Value, $1,500. Tax, $24.30.
Durham. George A. and Charles, heirs. Pa(*
0f L. E. Glidden farm, bounded as follows: a
the northeast by land of Emery Brown; n o ll
west by land now owned by Leslie Crocs X
southwest by old John Smith farm, so-cai4
southeast by Penobscot Bay; 17 acres; bt a
w
undivided part of 26 acres. Value, $350.
$5.67.
-i
0.
5
acres.
Value,
Homans, Elbridge:
Part of L. E. Glidden farm. Same descript on
Tax, $1.62.
as George Durham heirs.
0.
Mrs. G. F. Lull. Cottage and lot on W.
G. Ass’n, bounded as follows: on the north by
south
east
street;
by
Main street;
by George
>.
cottage of Moore sisters; west by land of
Dickev. Value, $100. Tax, $6.48.
C. O. DICKEY.
3w51
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Vet. Cure
I Field Use, $1.

“Perhaps what I
weight when I tell
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Price,

described in the petition on September
There have been many reasons given 3, 1903, and on that day gave his son,
Richards-Colle. The Pascagoula
in print why the big 5,000-ton schooner j Fred A. Tasker, the defendant, a wardeed
of
the
same.
The Democrat-Star of Scranton, Miss., in its
Thomas W. Lawson, which was lost on j ranty
the coast of England, was never dupli- j petitioner was on the date of the convey- issue of Dec. 17th, gives the following
cated. although the announcement of her : ance the lawful wife of John F. Tasker account of the marriage of Capt. Ernest
construction led the public to believe i and did not sign the deed and has never H. Richards of Camden and Miss Louise
Wednesday
that the acme in coastwise schooner con- conveyed her right to said real estate. A Colle of Scranton, Miss.
struction had been reached.
We are j divorce from the said John F. Tasker evening at 7 o’clock, at the home of Mrs.
on
the
river
i
Wilhelmina
Colle,
front, a
told that this mammoth steel vessel was w'as on October 31, 1908, legally decreed
a failure to a
great extent through a to the petitioner for the cause of deser- pretty home wedding was solemnized
faulty model; that her underbody was so tion. The case comes to the law court on when Miss Louise, the youngest daughter
full that under certain conditions of wind report. Martin & Cook for petitioner: of Mrs. Colle, was married to Capt. Er- cheaply built and operated foreign
nest Herschell Richards, of Camden,
and sea it was impossible too tack her; liunton & Morse Tor aelendant.
These wise laws of our fathers
Annie E. W. Cobe vs. Herbert J. Ban- Maine. Rev. C. H. Kedrich, pastor of fore have made possible thMR^'cninm
that she refused to go in stays when it
was not the
least difficult for other ton. This is an action at law to recover the Lutheran church, officiated. The par- of the
the Senses of
schooners to tack, consequently wearing damages for the obstruction of a town lors of the home were beautifully dec50 cts. at
ship had to be resorted to. Then, again, way leading to the plaintiff’s summer orated for the occasion in palms and cut j
Cream Tlalni for
march
to
the
The
wedding
1' i her class j
.fully loaded the Lawson drew too much residence at Northport. A bill in equity flowers.
s*|ijMimany
in
an
was
strains
of
Mendelssohn
!
has
also been brought to restrain the deour ;
■water and was too big to fit the conplayed
ir white wings along
veniences for discharging at some of the fendant from further obstructing the exquisite manner by Mrs. P. R. Jane -1.*
fleet of j
ig,too, the fine
his
best
attended
The
and
in
the
bill
in
an
by
groom,
large coal-receiving ports. What degree way
equity
injuncanywhere in
of success or failure attended the Law- tion has been procured, which is now in Mr. Edward Colle, entered first, and-tsselr unequaled
m our
[n Northport,
are
engaged
ch
wn
son the few years she was in the coal- force, restraining the defendant from followed by the matron of horworld,
There is not a lawacres of mowing
Sc.
trat
ot
citizen
carrying trade we have never seen stat- further obstruction of the highway until A. B. Brondum. The flower jastwise
a
nor
for hay,
hington
TT.lcia
nnii
ImakGF iF W
ed.
Her owners, however, would hard- further order of the court.
_...United States
It is admitare 50 acres of
ly have had her changed into an oil cargo ted that the only road for carriages, i preceded the bride, who **
The
sheep.
carrier had she been adapted to the teams and other vehicles to and from the arm of her brother, He*'S.
and soft wood,
transportation oi black diamonds, as cottage of the plaintiff was that laid out bride, attired in a droittle
their experience in the latter business by the town of Northport in 1879 and mothers swiss, triw'rentz,
saw mill,
the
had been an established one for
Maine 1 springs that
many that the plaintiff had used this road in lace, with white stiponThe
of the shipyards from
most
time
a
wredlle.
to
and
to
from
her
trees in good
years.—The Marine Journal.
never
going
cottage without carrying
1
would be shut down,
obstruction to June, 1908.
The case never looked/Jnite grandof American consist of a
thousands
and
A New Year’s Card.
comes up on report and it is agreed that sion.
Immei Valenciennes be
would be and barn 70 by
well of
and unskilled artisans
if the defendant is liable in the action at reception die and veil, and
miles
"ow what is here?
law the damages shall be assessed at $10 tives and/range blossoms,
shipping; port
A word of cheer
and the injunction made perpetual in the Misses Rian on this oecaHow
further
tonnage?
o herald in another vear:
our oversea
equity suit. If the defendant is not lia- Fren tarter the ceremony a
on the
May all its days be free of blame—
relawhich
ble in the action at law the equity suit weddji to
only
\ little nobler than
your aim;
invited,
were
tf49
shall be discontinued and the injunction costltiends
its labors be confest
than your best,
dissolved. Dunton & Morse for plaintiff; thq Toenes and Georgine
within its scope
William P. Thompson for defendant.
Riat the punch bowl. The
than your hope;
bifrere both handsome anc
be found when past,
the esteem in which
The law court on Friday handed down tested
the last.
a
;fe held.
before
Capt. and Mrs. I vest in it with
Woman’s Home Com- a rescript in the Waldo county case of on the
train for Mo ;
t
night
Harriett N. Abbott versus Margaret At
lawmakers this sessional

^‘national

de.

\

“My opinion is that their theory is all
wrong, for that clay when dropped to the
bottom lodges there, and when you add
more it becomes solid, and for that reason
it makes a foundation for the sands washed in by the tides, and accumulates much
more rapidly than one would fancy who
had not observed its growth.

where the]
Niles, overruling the motion of the d<*' id Pensacola Fla.,
time. About the firs
fendant and giving judgment on the vtf 1 lome
:
they will sail for Porto Ric<
diet.
/X
u ipt. Richard’s trim schooner
and to the la
The rescript, per curiam, is as follow
friends w ; coasts of South America
The defendant, a daughter oft*11011 with their many a
am
for
wishes
long
best
abroad it
'plaintiff, (the mother) had comtr X®ry Among the out of tow
is a wide sentiment
this
of
the possession of certain bonds
trial
land for a
sntwere: Mrs. William Ery
plaintiff and had also received fr<
3. Henry Colle and daughtei
an assignment of certaii
plaintiff
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Toene s terested in
ings banks deposits. In this suit i
MisB Mercedes, of Mobih ■
>r,
vail of thoge bonds and deposits
n
Buddig, of New Orleans.
this measure its
defendant, however,
m
still had the bprr
that
assured
is
dorsement
1Mai
Jt is s danf
Ir meet with popular approval.-The
icine contain
id
ine
Journal.
inatea

8,1

J

I

|
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^ancejor P^

pi
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to advance was that the dirt would disintegrate because of the action of the
water and tides and that dumping there
did not constitute a menace to naviga-

mjp*,1

lands situated in the towi of
the county of Waldo, for he

largy

bottom that is being removed by the
dredgers at work in clearing away and
deepening the ship channel to Broad
sound is clay, and the theory they used

of the six-mast schooner
a Bath,
Me., yard last
not
week meant
only that the largest
in
the
had been addvessel
world
sailing
ed to the tonnage of United States shipping, or that in spite of the perfection of
steam-propelled craft there is still a
profitable field for vessels of the large
schooner class in transporting cargoes
along our Atlantic seaboard, but the deeper object lesson taught is that the very
existence of such vessels to-day, and the
continuance of the yards to build them, is
founded on the fact that our coastwise
shipping enjoys a measure of government protection which shuts out more

taxes

Northport,

Unit,^*

“Most of the steamboat men remember that after the government began to
dump the scows the water used to break
over
the shoal spot, and after some
agitation the striped buoy was moved
farther out in Broad sound.
You see
the character of the formation on the

W.

Unpaid

"I
in I

from

■

leading.

I

Collector’s Notice of Sale.

U

sii^

to take their

Ht*v.

Wo|
IJ

Wonders

A She^t-

40 inch, for 40c.

besid|00ng

draught navigation.

tion.

ing,

si

and

sti;

charges through ship
channel past Boston light rather than
take chances with Broad sound, where it
was known that the depth of water was

received after that date cannot be considered.
Cheapest accidert insurance—Dr. Thomas’
Eclectric Oil. Stops the pain and heals the
Mr. Elmer P. Spofford of Deer Isle is wound. All druggists
sell it.
the Supervisor of Census for the 2nd District of Maine, which includes the counWEDDING BELLS.
ties of Aroostook, Hancock, Kennebec,
McLain-Dow. Geneva Florence Dow
Penobscot, Piscataquis, Somerset, Wall ot this place and William A. McLain of
and
do
Washington.
|
Rockland were married Christmas afternoon at 4 o’clock at the home of her uncle,
WALDO COUNTY CASES
Ernest M. Clark, by Rev. S. E. Frohock.
Only the immediate families and a few
Before the Law Court in Augusta De- friends were present, The bride is one
of our popular and attractive young ladies
cember 28th.
and has been for several years the efficHarriet N. Abbott vs. Margaret A.
The
ient stenographer at Knox mill.
Niles. This is an action of trover for
is a successful young business
the conversion of a deposit in the Bangor groom
have at once
great confidence in the outcome, and Savings Bank of $1,534.96, a deposit in man of Rockland. They
at 22 School
neither will be surprised to see a larger the Penobscot Savings Bank of $1,838.99, gone to housekeeping
cent. Lake county Col- St., Rockland, They had many pretty
Republican majority in the Sixty-second and two fourofper
friends
the denomination of $800 wedding gifts and their many
orado bonds
than
in
the
Congress
present.
each and of the actual value of $940. The ; extend hearty congratulations.—Camden
Herald.
Of course, there will be some changes
plaintiff is the mother of the defendant.
—some seats lost and some gained—but She is 83 years of age and very deaf.
:
FORSAITH-THOMAS. Christmas evening
the net result should be a gain of several She has four children, of whom the defendant is the youngect, and has always at 7 o’clock, Miss Ella P. Thomas, the
members. The people are very well satlived with her mother on the old home- only daughter of Joseph E. Thomas of
isfied with the administration, and be- stead in Winterport until her marriage : Lincolnville Beach, was united in marto her present husband, October 2, 1908. riage to Howard A. Forsaith of Boston,
m snouiu nave a
neve inai rresiueni
The defendant claims that the bonds by Rev. L. D. Evans of Camden. A
Republican House and Senate to support, were hers
by right of gift and that no large number of neighbors and friends
him throughout his term.
Not everyaction of trover can be maintained. The filled the house to its utmost capacity.
thing that is to be done can be accom- jury in the Waldo county supreme court | The house, especially the room where the
was
plished by the present Congress, and to returned a verdict for the plaintiff for wedding ceremony was performed, The
these deposits and value i tastefully decorated with evergreen.
have a Democratic House of Representa- the amount of
of
white
of tl e bonds, with interest from the date j bride was charming in a gown
tives in the next Congress would check of
demand, amounting to $4,526.77, and messaline with satin and lace trimmings.
all legislation, renew tariff agitation and the case comes to the law court on the 1 She carried a sweet scented bouquet of
i
throw us back where we were a year motion of the defendant for a new trial. violets. J. F. Coombs of Camden was
Marietta Leavitt vs. Fred Tasker. best man and Mrs. Emma Esterbrook was
It is not believed the people will do
ago.
A fine display of wedThis is a petition for partition in which i matron of honor.
any such thing.
the petitioner has been divorced from the ding gifts, including silver, cut glass and
Tin- only thing charged against the Re- father of the respondent. The petitioner, !
many other articles useful for the new
publican party, and a wrong charge at Marietta Leavitt of Dixmont, represents home, testified to the affection and esthat she is the owner of one undivided teem in which the young couple are held
that, is the high prices. But it is found
third part of real estate situated in Mon- by their many friends. Mr. Bucklin and
hat higher prices prevail even in Eng- roe and Jackson with Fred A. Tasker of
his musicians supplied fine music for the
iaii-i and France and Germany, with the Monroe, who is the owner of twm undi- pleasant occasion.
In addition to the :
third parts thereof and asks for Lincolnville guests, a goodiy number of
e.
that^uver fft&e ,-fhe people vided
the appointment of a commissioner and friends from Camden were present,
jTh to go. without, while here the
\ simp.;.
setting out of her interest in the J and the bride’s class in the Camden
% sear!/ everyone has the means to live
property. The respondent claims that High school was well represented. The
comfortably and well. Prices in them- said partition ought not to be made of the groom’s father from Boston was one of
selves are not the result of Republican- real estate and denies that, the petitioner the guests of honor. Mrs. Forsaith is a
was at the date of the petition the owner member
of the class 1904, Rockland
ism. but having the price is, and that is of one undivided third
part or any part Commercial College. Mr. Forsaith is
why the people sustain the Republican of the real estate described in the peti- employed as salesman in Boston, and the
It is agreed that John F. Tasker, best wishes of many friends follow the
; tion.
party, and will continue to do so.
the former husband of the petitioner, two to their new home in East Boston.—
was the owner in fee of the real estate
Camden Herald.
Why the Lawson Was a Failure.

ledge

eu

]agt
0,1

year 1909.
The following list of taxes on real estat'of
resident and non-resident owners in the ti ,n
are equipp
1 of Northport for the year 1909, committei to
Judge Campbel.0.k.;
on the 23d ay
known t0 s
me for collection for said town
of them appea
and notic
where he is J of April, 1909, remains unpaid,
fame and slot jneg
that if said taxes, interest nd
skill is scar hereby given not
Rockland,
previously paid so mucl of
charges, are
table w.as alson
ca of the si
the real estate taxed as is sufficient and nei
j
due therefor, indue,g
slot machines vtaker
afflicted of
sary to pay the amount
j
were imposed, £
interest and charges, will be sold at pu
ma
he secret of
Hall on the first M
Fdwell’s
B.
auction at E.
tents are forfeit the
day in February, 1910, at 9 o'clock a. m.:
be destroyed wi,„
have fa,lei
Ballard and Jellerson cottage and stable ,n
A
settled.
South Shore. Bounded on the north by Te
art, of liter
against James ,ne
land o
lot; east by Penobscot Bay; south by
a mental per
against his clerkd j
O. Smith; west by county road. Value, $
a
and costs. Maiwaa
t eclipses
Tax, $6.88.
the grand jury nu
Dr. Mern
H. H. Andrews, resident, White Rock c-the sum of $500. den
north
,xt books, n
tage, W. G. C. G. Bounded on the
east by Brown cottage; sc
View
produce. Ir Bayland ofPark;
The Stat7~
west by corn
B.
F.
Knowlton;
by
his opinion
road. Value, $900. Tax, $14.58.
and he is rar
WASHINGTON,
Hogdon lot, bounded on the north by M- /
dred and eighty-t^p,
his accuracy
Rice’s farm; east by Bluff road; south by I; J
of Charles Woodman; west by land of Jen \
10,000 of populare
is success in ti
Mitchell; 40 acres. Value, $400. Tax, $6.48. I
lodged in jail f'ear
rysieians who
(
Stable and lot on W. G. C. G., bounded
census bureau figust
unable tn,
the north by land of Association; east by col
The figures, which
west
lari
un
d hope
by
ty road; south by land of Wharff;
tigation of conditi
of C. O. Dickey. Value, $200. Tax, $3.24.
is not a pin
cities of the
Bow
20
acres.
Mrs. Emma Batchelder heirs;
credulous,
show that 35 per if
ed on the southwest by land now in possess
case
made for drunk
lerable
of Tileston Wadlin; southeast by land of Mi
Washington leadsf which ar
Benner; northeast by Penobscot Bay; nor,
in relation to its pr0,
u-ands an
west by land formerly owned by James
show that the
Stevens; also right of way two rods wide fr<
T.h to ac.
the greatest numb,
county road to banks of Penobscot Bay adjoi
ing land of Tileston Wadlin on southeast sid
Value. $200. Tax, $3.24.
Frances Colwell, lot No. 6 on the Bluff plan
of W. A. Whitney. Value, $100. Tax, $1.6
Frank Gilkey heirs, Mansfield cottage and
Humphreys’
'Vased co
lot on South Shore. Bounded on the nort! hy
1 applia]
for the cure-of
land of L. E. Page; east by Penobscot Bay;
Aoctors
Cattle, Sheep,
south by land of Alonzo Webber; wes> by
county road. Value, $350. Tax, $5.67.
A- A. For F2VER8,
1
Mrs. Alice Gower heirs. Cottage and ots
Tiould ci
B.B. For SPRAINS,
922 and 224 on Park Row, W. G. C. G. Va
C.c. For SORE
$575. Tax, $9.31.
D.D. For WORMS.
Jeatir r
Mrs. F. O. Gould. First shore lot on Br »n
B.B. ForfOlGIIS.
farm, south of F. A. Dickey’s line. Value,
Tax, 97 cents.
F. F. For
Emma J. Marshall heirs. Part of CunningO.O. Prevents
Arr(
s
ham farm, bounded as follows: on the nori
t
! B.H.For KiDNEV
,tl
land of Harriman; east by Penobscot Bay; si
: II. For SRI A
•
roa:
west
Miss
county
of
Ellis;
by
by land
■> s,i acres. Value, $150. Tax, $2.43.
J.K. For BAD
Brown farm.
1
Holman.
Ross
Emery
Minnie
60

w^eople

their Christmas™,,
s
convictions in s

This feeling has, it is said, influenced

pilots

£

an^n,
ultaneously,

Ever since the dredging of the channel
to Presidents road began there has been
a feeling
among coast captains and
steamboat men that the dumping scows
were not sent out far enough to sea, and
that the clay removed from the bottom
of the harbor was forming shoals which
a
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have
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ing grounds.

are

can

*y(XI>l-...-uiative J■ 5 yards of Lockwood
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purchaser

the
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In addition to a cash trade from any chss
nf his Roods of not less than one dolla
—

There was considerable evidence from
witnesses and circumstances in support
of the defendant’s contention, but the
plaintiff testified positively that there
was no gift or -intention of gift, that the
bonds were taken without her consent or
knowledge and that the bank deposits
were assigned to the defendant simply
for the more convenient management of
them for the plaintiff. The plaintiff was
83 years of age and not able to go about
much out of the house. Her testimony,
however, shows a clear, strong mind and
Further, the defendant stated,
memory.
in one or more letters, that her mother,
the plaintiff, was rather unduly fond of
! money. Still further the plaintiff had already deeded her homestead to the defendant, reserving a life estate and if
the transfer of bonds and deposits was
an outright gift, the plaintiff was left
penniless except her life estate in the
homestead and a war pension of $25 per
month.
These circumstances make it
somewhat improbable tflSH? a gift was
made or intended.
Whatever might be our own views as
to the facts of the proponderance of the
evidence, there is some evidence for the
plaintiff and enough to sustain the verdict if true. The jury has found it to be
! true and it is not intrinsically improbable.
I We are not fully satisfied that the jury
hence the
j were undoubtedly mistaken,
! motion to set aside the verdict must be
I overruled.
[
Motion overruled.
Judgment on the verdict.
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from which he will sell at very lov
prices the ODDS and ENDS of his stocs
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Already much progress has been made
by Congress—one appropriation bill has
passed the House and several others are
about ready to be reported. Two important railroad bills have been sent to
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item in a recent iett >' of The Joureferring to the eat daya of the
era Union Telegnq Co. in this
rave rise to a quest i as to which
e PiUabury sisters
is manager of
■

To not Boro* or Th* Jouknal;
.Federal authority to wry broad nndei
the constitutional provisiens'To provide
for the,general welfare," "To regulate
commerce,” "To borrow mdney," etc.
Thera ia the same authority for owning,
operating and building railroads as there
is for digging, owning and operating canals. The preamble says one df the pur-

ffice in McClintock kick in the year
when Ben D.
acted as meais to insure domestic tranquility.
;r; also in what buding the office poses
matter waa Under these broad general provisions,
located.
red to Mr. E. B. Bsbury of New practically unlimited where *ithe general
General Superi/endent of the welfare" is Concerned, it is evident that
il Telegraph Co., id he has kindly Congsess will in time feel called upon to
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Collector’s Notice of Sale of Lands of Non-Resident Owners
taxes on lands situated in the town of Monroe, in the County of Waldo State of
Maine
for the year 1909.
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners in the town of Monroe
aforesaid, for the year 1909, committed to me for collection for said town on the fifth day of
May, A. D. 1909, remain unpaid; and notice is hereby given that if said taxes with interest and
charges are;not previously paid, so much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay the
amount due therefor, including interest and charges, will be sold without further notice at
public auction at the selectmen’s office in said town, on the first Monday in February, 1910 at
nine o’clock a. m.:

Name of Owner.

£L
2?
§P
o0(jqca>~e
»

Description of Property.

F?

(SS,

Drown, Mary Est.Land and hen house south of Brooks
road.

T

Smith, Julia.Land and buildings, homestead.152
Land.

Land, old place.
Stevens, Arthur Est... Land bought of Prilay, Batchelder
piece.
Wallace, Chas. B. Est..Land and buildings, homestead.
Thurlough, Wells A. .Land, Hichbom lot.
Land, swamp.
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AMERICAN HOUSE, BOSTON, MASS..
Weekly shipments of live stock to Brighton
Market. Cars leave Belfast every Monday morning and Burnham Monday noon. Dover and Fos
I solicit youi
croft every Saturday morning.
consignment, promising you prompt and satis-

factory returns with the party’s name and address 1 sell*your stock to. Write for shlpplnfi
directions and my weekly market letter, free,

I

I

__

*

They go to the southern islands,
They go to the western wild,
And they tell of their glorious birthplace
To every frolicking child;
Of the home where men are noble,
And the women as good as fair—
Oh! the apples of New England,
They are welcome everywhere.

flammation that is likely to mean Chronic
Bronchitis. The most satisfactory remedy for
Catarrh is Ely’s Cream Balm, and the reliei
that follows even the first application cannot
be told in words. Don't suffer a day longer
from the discomfort of Nasal Catarrh. Cream
Balm is sold by all druggists for 60 cents, or
”—
Warren Street New
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Drop by drop the offensive discharge
caused by Nasal Catarrh falls from the back
of the noee into the throat, aetting up an in-
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Town of Monroe.

Stoves,
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Ranges,
Furnaces
We

^4 re the best in the market.
sell them.

We also carry

OIL STOVES
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cooking

and

heating,

and

full lines of
CARRIED IN STOCK BY

Kitchen

Jackson & Hall,
A. A. Howes &

Horace

Furnishing.

Co.,

Chenery.
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familiar appearance. The alterations,
however, are rather in the direction ol
perfecting the appearance of the magazine as it is than instituting any revoluWe note that the
tionary changes.
type is larger, the page more ample, and
are glad to notice that the sewed back ii
retained, tbtiu enaklingihe reader to hold
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AT BOTTOM PRICES.
I have purchased the harness business for
marly conducted by B. I. EUingwood and me] r
now bo found at my now store on High street
I will

give

you the bast

grade

Goods at took bottom prices.
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th
»r sent, and it was not until 1864
4r. Field was able to finance a new com
A new cable was constructed and
>any.
he steamship Great Eastern was char-

^®PRTON SPRINGS.

lay it, but after 1,200 miles had
A. Cook.
I •een laid the ship made a heavy lurch,
1 he cable parted, and all attempts to pick
jays brains are
t up at a depth ol two miles were un's n°t an origi-

needed
nal discovery.
It is rumored that

King Edward

visit the United States in the near
future. As the Prince of Wales he toured this country in 1860.
Gould Brokaw, who has been conspicdivorce case
uous of late in a New York
whose
a “drinking man” is one
that
says
drinks.
over
is
eight
per diem
The announcement that the treasury
no
of Nicaragua is empty will occasion
no
surprise. The departing ex-President
“Cradle s empty
no doubt saw to that.

Stockton wishes “A Happy New Year” to
her scattered sons and daughters!
“Old friends are sure:
Old ties endure.”

,

only a piece of the
cable, but a piece of the
ine with which soundings were made be- j
tore it was laid. The soundings were ;
nade by the two goverments in vessels
>f their respective navies. We do not
The writer has not

1

j,

>riginal

Atlantic

Mr. Charles Calkin returned last Saturday
from Sackville, N. B., whither he had been to
attend the funeral of his father, whom he ha 1
visited only two weeks before.

Capt. Warren C. Haskell has taken his iceboat, the “North Pole,” to Swan Lake, and
has her in fine racing trim. He will greatly
enjoy meeting competitors in trial spins.

ecall at this time the name of the Unit-

id States ship, but she
>y

was

commanded

j

Capt. Berryman.

Miss Susie A. Cousens left last Saturday by
The officers of Megunticook Grange, Camden,
early train for Brockton, Mass., to resume her
vere installed last evening by Bro. Philbrook
teaching in the public schools. She had spent
»f West Rockport. A supper followed the in- Christmas week with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
tallation. At the meeting Wednesday evening, j r. r;. cousens, ^nurcn sireet.
The Current Events Club will be entertained
anuary 12th, there will be work in the first
and especially the “bestsellers.”
Wednesday afternoon, January 12th, by Mrs.
ind second degrees.
Herbert L. Hopkins, Church street. A full
was ,'
The late president of Nicaragua
Grange Deputy Edward Evans of Waldo will attendance is desired. The study is proving
with cries of
Mexico
in
City
greeted
nstall the officers of Mystic Grange, Belmont, very satisfactory to the ladies.
“long live Zelaya,” “Long live Mexico,” rhursday, January 13th. The date has been
Miss Ethel Colcord was quite ill during the
and “Down with the Yankees.” We changed from January 6th to enable the grange past week and obliged to leave the telephone
office
walThursday. Miss Maud Merrithew took
another
<o enjoy the work of Mr. Evans.
may have to give Mexico
her place until her recovery. We trust the
Irvnino'
Sebastieook Grange, Burnham, has elected gaii may be rapid with our young neighbor.

j,

;he following officers: Master, Everett E.
Mrs. G. M. Houghton
of Bangor arrived
Davis; Overseer, Frank Burrill; Lecturer, Ab- January 1st to visit the Misses Hichborn on
Church street. She returned Monday afteride Burrill; Secretary, Edith Sayward; Chapnoon.
Many friends in Stockton extend the
Wilbur
Reynolds; hand of welcome to this lady whenever she can
ain, Mary Reynolds; Steward,
Assistant Steward, Fred Gray; Lady Assistant come to town.

The editor of the Maine Civic League
Record says of the initiative and refer“I predict that the effect of
endum:
will be the reverse of that
measure
this

The Boston Globe

aging
“The

puls

1

Steward, Inez Hodgkins.
Honesty Grange, No. 83, Morrill, elected the
following officers last Wednesday evening, to
Delbert Paul, M.;
serve for the ensuing year:
D\arence Paul, O.; Hattie Paul, L..; Arthur
rhompson, S.; Roy Paul, A. S.; Grace Woods,
Shap.; A. M. Daggett, Treas.; E. E. Bowen,
Secy.; Ray Cross, G. K.; Viola Higgins, P.; Syl-

out this encour-

statement as to the shoe business:
shoe manufacturers have had a

of
good year and 1910 gives promise
The shoe manufacbeing stili better.
turers have not done as much business in
1909 as they did in 1908 and 1907, but the
record of 1908 has been greatly exceed-

Lrskme, F.; Gracie E. Bowen, C.; Cora VViU
son, L. A. S.
/ia

j

A bath in hot salt water is
soothing and beneficial to inflamed eyes, but GLASSES
will give permanent relief
when fitted by US.

WHAT WE SAY—
I HATS THE

Miss Beulah Cousens arrived home from Bangor last Friday and will be with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. Cousens, for a time, the
!
insurance agent, by whom she was employed
! as a stenographer having decided to leave
! Bangor.
The railroad agent, Mr. M. P. Field, gave the
following shipping report from Cape Jellison
piers Monday evening: December 24th, schoon! er
Robert Pettis sailed with a cargo of hay for
a bay port. December 29th, schooner William
Jones arrived to haul up for the winter.

Mrs. Florence C. Rendell and her little sons,
the annual meeting of Rainbow 6range, |
and Elmer arrived from California on
j North Brooksville, December 30th, the follow- ( James
Monday, and is at the home of her father-ining officers were elected: M., Angie Cousins; j law, Mr. S. A. Rendell, West Main street. They
0., Brooks Cousins; L., Bessie Gray; S., Ellery were the guests of her father, Dr. James Cole,
for several weeks at his home in Pomona,
Asst. S., Winton Gray; Chap., W. N,
California.
ed, and they start 1910 with many more Herrick;
T., Laura Howard; Sec’y., Mary Herrick;
Gray;
of
the
had
at
orders than they
beginning
Mrs. Charles P. Staples came from New
G. K Wm. Snow; ceres, Minnie Clement; P.,
York to spend the holiday season with her
this year.”
Glara Snow; F., Geneva Connor; L. A. S., Fanaged mother, the widow of the late Captain
Daniel Dickey, at the home of her daughter
Of the total net indebtedness of the nie Gray.
and husband, Mr. and Mrs. Clifford N. Fletcher,
Knox Pomona Grange, No. 3, will meet with West Main street. Old friends
158 cities in the United States in 1907,
gladly welcome
39.2 per cent, is credited to New York White Oak Grange, Warren, January 15th, at “Jennie” in her native town. Capt. S. is on his
vanrnlai* ctuampr trin wliilo Viic wifo is visitinff
10 a. m. Members should try and be present !
city, which had more than seven times
in Stockton.
when the meeting is called to order, as the
the indebtedness of any other city, and
Mr. Herbert Mixer joined his family in their
of officers for the coming year will
election
more than one-half of the total of the 27 |
home on Sylvan street previous to Christmas
take place early. The Lecturer will present
The
day, which he, with his wife and daughter,
per
largest cities of the country.
an interesting program.
The question: Should spent with Mr. and Mrs. Charles Heath at
was
York
New
debt
of
net
city
capita
Mr. and Mrs Elmer E. Thompson
women vote? will be opened by A. P. Starrett, 1 Sandy point.
and Mrs. Maria Blanchard were also members
$142.52. Tammany is a costly luxury, followed by general discussion.
of
the
Thompson family party at the home of
cartrl 5 ft 'A i’p thp littlp Tamm an vs found in
The next meeting of Waldo Pomona Grange the youngest child qf the late Mr. and Mrs. J.
smaller places.
W.
will be held with Frederick Ritchie Grange, j
Thompson.
Waldo, January 25th. Following is the proAll now know who discovered the North
The Texas pur? food commissioner
We are glad that one American produces
gram: opening in the 5th degree; conferring Pole!
does not accept President Taft’s definiIs Cook
the 5th degree; report of granges; appointment j data convincing to every scientist!
a
mentally unbalanced? For the honor of the
;
tion of legal whisky, and has caused
^f committee on time and place of next meet- American name we
that may be the verhope
quantity to be seized, declaring that it ; ing; recess for dinner; music by choir; election dict of the world. Peary evidently stated only
does not conform to the requirements of and installation of officers; address of welcome ! what he positively knew to be true, when he
sent his
to warn people against
They L>y Edward Evans; response by Mark Howard; fraudulent telegrams
pure food law of that State.
statements.
about
remainder
of
been
host
fussy
sq
program by
always
Grange.
The Ladies’ Aid Society of the Universalist
It used to
down uTrexas.
their
The officers of Tranquility Grange, Lincoln- j parish will meet this, Thursday, afternoon with
bo said that some whisky was better ville, were installed January 1st by Mrs. War- Mrs. Horace M. Griffin, Middle street. The
place of meeting was not understood last week
than others,, but that there was no such ren Gardner of Rockland. They are as follows: because of there being no church service the
Master, D. P. McCobb; Overseer, Frank H. Mil- previous Sunday on account of the severe,
thing as bad whisky.
ler; Chaplain, James Peavey; Lecturer, Sadie driving storm. It is hoped a goodly company
this
received
has
enquiry Knight; Secretary, Jennie McCobb; Treasurer, may be present as some questions will come
The Journal
before the members for decision.
Charles Moody; Gatekeeper, William Knight;
from New York city:
The early portion of last week gave us, after
The
Great
Homer
1899
Steward,
Assistant
Republic
Smith;
the
Steward, the storm
In
year
of Sunday, some beautiful days; but
of
Wash.,
Seattle,
L.
A.
Ella
S.,
PoGeorge Dickey;
Gold Mining Company
Mathews;
Thursday, Friday and Saturday were colder—
of 25
Ethel
the
coldest of the season. Sunday of
was organized with a capital stock
mona,
Heal; Flora, Estelle Miller; Ceres perhaps
the present week was again warmer, and Monmillions, according to the certificates of Zola Meservey; Janitor, Myra Young.
day brought an attempt at a snowstorm, which
their shares, which were One Dollar each.
Seaside Grange, Belfast, had a masquerade at this writing, Monday evening, has scarcely
A certain A. B. Ernst was the Secretary
the bare spots on lawns, fields and
covered
ball
in
their
hall
Is
that
last
Friday evening and
and John Y. Terry, President.
Have their danced the Old Year out and the New Year in. streets. We have had no sleighing and the
company still in existence?
landscape presents the appearance of March
shares any value? Did they at any time in. A goodly number were present and about rather than January.
value?
have any
twenty couples were in costume, mostly of the
Monday the remains of Mr. Sawyer Ellis
This is as difficult to answer as the comical variety. Keyes’ orchestra furnished i were brought to town for interment beside
from
here
all
his
wTife in the Cape Jellison cemetery. The
received
music
and
Albert
P.
Colson
and
I
similar inquiries
Clyde Pettee
deceased had spent his last years with his
were floor directors.
Oyster stew was served ;
over theYountry, and Horn foreign lands,
daughter and husband, Mr. and Mrs. William
at intermission.
The net proceeds were $28. I Ward in Mt.
Desert, where he passed away
in regard to the Nutriola company, but
It was the last in a series of six dances con- last Friday. He was long a resident of Cape
the shares are probably equally valuable
where
he was born more than eighty
Jellison,
□uctea by the Grange.
in both companies.
years ago. The sympathy of all acquaintances
Georges River Grange, Liberty, has adopted is offered to the surviving son, Capt. Oscar
Ellis of Brewer, the daughter, Mrs. Ward, and
The Chronicle has always felt that it the following resolutions of respect:
secure
merits
to
the sister, Miss Nina Ellis, now boarding in
its
on
safelv
could
rely
Whereas it has pleased our Heavenly Father
Mass.
and we are happy to to
a liberal patronage,
again enter our grange and remove by Somerville,
in the seventy years death from this life our
Last Friday a telegram announced the death
sav that, it has not
sister, Mrs. Georgia
it has been published, been disappointed Post, who was an honored member of our of Capt. Joseph Harriman in Astoria, WashingNo particulars have
ton, after a brief illness.
in this respect.—Farmington Chronicle. order; therefore, be it
Resolved, That we, the members of Georges been received at this writing, Monday. SymThat has been the policy of the Journal River Grange, extend to the
family our sincere i pathy is extended to the two daughters in
trusting that they will be sustained their great bereavement. Capt. H. was the
during the eighty-one years it has been sympathy,
by the faith that tells us we shall meet again. third son of the late Capt. and Mrs. Otis L.
published, and it has been attended with j Resolved, That a wreath of evergreen
be Harriman of our village. He twice married in
Every day-in the j placed o.n our altar in her memory for four his native town. His first wife was Miss M.
satisfactory results.
consecutive
Faustina Berry, daughter of Capt. and Mrs.
and
hat
a
of
these
with
the
meetings,
Journal
copy
day
year has been a
resolutions be sent to the family and to the Charles Berry. After her early decease he
staunch friends of the paper, and it has Belfast papers for publication.
was united in wedlock with Miss Clara
Dickey,
J. P. Griffies,
) Committee
daughter of Capt. and Mrs. Daniel Dickey, who
never resorted to begging, blackmailing
Rubie Hoit,
several
>
on
two
away
passed
years
ago,
leaving
or blackguarding to secure patronage.
Ada Batchelor. Resolutions
j daughters. An exemplary young man, his
1
Maine
friends
hear
to
of
his
sudden
death
gain prestige by
It has never sought
At the meeting of Seaside Grange, Belfast, many
with deep regret, although he has long been a
boasting of what it had done or making held Saturday evening, January' 1st, the officers !
loud sounding promises for the future. for the coming year were installed by Past
OF BOSTON.
Past Mas- LINCOLNVILLE CLUB
The sole endeavor has been to make a Master Arthur Ritchie, assisted
At

j

1

xvoiutiiv

out

auuc

to strive for the advancement of this

city

anu

morany.
In entering upon its 82nd volume it has
only to say that it will continue that
ana section,

noui

materially

furnishes

history

an
on

interesting
early tele-

The writer has a disof the building of the
through Machias.
rear room in

Longfellow
occupying

Giles G. Abbott.
After the installation
ceremony all were invited to the dining hall,
svhere a bounteous supper was served. The
business matters and reports were followed
by
in address by the new Master
containing helpful suggestions for the work of the coming
fear. A report from the Maine State Grange
neetiAg, given by the delegate, occupied the
ter

j
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VJJOllgC,
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in form.

ABOUT HYOMEI.
\ Bottle Costs
Outfit

Only 50 Cents—A Complete
Including Inhaler $1.00.

The Journal is in receipt of a circular announcing the second reunion and banquet of
the Lincolnville Club, which will be held January 12th at Kingsley Hall, Ford Building,
State House Park, Boston. Reunion at five

o’clock, banquet

j

at

seven.

Short, interesting

addresses will follow the banquet, to be given
by Bordman Hall, Esq., Boston; Judge Kelly,
Rockland; Miss Helen Bragg, Roxbury; Mr.
Cushing, Salem, and others. Several musical
numbers under the direction of Mrs. Hallett
will be included in the evening’s program. On
the first page of the circular is a fine half-tone
of “Ye old meeting house, Lincolnville Center,
built by Joshua Lamb in 1821,” and this brief
historical sketch: “Lincolnville’s first settlement was made in 1770, by Nathan Knight.
The town was incorporated in 1802. The first
town meeting was held on September 21, 1802,
in the house of John Calderwood, which is still

When Hyomei is guaranteed to cure catarrh
1 ir
your money back, what is your answer?
Are you satisfied with your condition, or
lo you want to rid yourself forever of vile
atarrh, with its humiliating symptoms, such
is hawking, spitting, blowing and bad breath?
Hyomei is a simple, antiseptic medicine, that
ou breathe through a small
pocket inhaler standing.”
yer the parts affected.
“There is no place!ike the old place,
It is made of Australian eucalyptus mixed
Where you and I were born.
ith other germ killing and membrane soothing
Where we lifted fist our eyelids
On the splendorfif the morn.
septics.
a
complete outfit today, It only costs
There are no timei^ike the old time,
and contains everything necessary to
They shall never be forgot!
Extra botThere is no place like the old place,—
Keep green the dear Md spot.”
tothe world for
and branThere will be a special meeting of the
two minNorth Church Guild with Mias Grace H. Hall
re and
*
next Monday evening.
!

■ntest
»d
■

jyfn

_

wot
it is a prise
next we
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being
installed,
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he
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installed
been
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rived Saturday.
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Notice of First Meeting of Creditors.
In the District Court of the United States fo:
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C N. STEVENS and
Family,
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To the Creditors of Arthur A. Moore of
Bel
fast, in the County of Waldo and Distric
aforesaid, a Bankrupt:
Notice is hereby given that on the 24th
dai
of December, A. D. 1909, the said
Arthur A
Moore was duly adjudicated
that
th«
bankrupt;
first meeting of his Creditors
will be held al
of
& Morse,
punton
Savings Ban!
Building, Belfast, Maine, on the 21st day oi
January, A. D 1910, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at which time the said Creditors
may attend, prove their claims, appoint a Trustee
examine the
bankrupt and transact such othei
business as may
properly come before said
meeting,
JOHN R M4«nv

pid.”
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clean, wholesome newspaper, to present
the news of the city fully and fairly and
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will
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BACK UP

WE

Dr. G. A. Stevens sent a few oranges from
his grove at Georgetown, Florida, by Mr. and
Mrs. John Blanchard of Park, when they returned from their southern trip last week.

NEWS OF THE GRANGES.

A literary adviser says that a writer
shouldn’t read current fiction if he wants
to b. original. Perhaps it would be just
who are
as well if a majority of those
current
fiction,
avoid
should
not writers

cine of the eye.

his

■-n
Bphe particulars
be given

room

SU»«<.occupied

That’s what you get in the
medical eye treatments.
Glasses are the real medi-

Mr. Everett Hichbom returned last week to
home in Cambridge, Mass., after a week’s
visit with his cousins, Mr. and Mrs. Harry R.
Hichborn, East Main street.

ince been continuous.

baby gone.”

That its
intended by its promoters.
chief use will be to subject the State to
needless delay in putting into effect
needed legislation.” That is a sane aid
sensible conclusion.
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Killing Time

Mr. Willard M. Berry is having an extensive
uccessful. But in 1866 the Great Eastaddition put on the stable connected with his
:rn not only successfully laid a new cable
residence on West Main street.
tcross the ocean, but raised the one preThe Young People's Guild will be entertainreed next Friday afternoon by Mrs. Lewis Cli
viously lost, spliced it, and laid the
Gilmore street. All are cordially invited.
naming 600 miles, and the service has ford,
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IE NEWS OF BELFAST.
in Poor’s Mills hall
There will be a sociable
esday evening, January 11th.
The annual meeting of the Waldo County
■ririiUural Society will be held at the court-

pDPERATII

Saturday afternoon, January 15th.
p,is Thursday, evening at 7.30 there will be
uij »vhearsal of the opera Iolanthe and a full
l.-n.htn. •= of all who are to take part is eamuse

ly requested.
saw a

Northport

on

robin

near

the Kineo range
will be given in The Journal next week,
,p
worth contesting for. Look
;S a prize
p
the advt. next vreek.

parta-tiiars concerning
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Chapter, D. A. R. will meet
on upper High street,
th
,i vening, January 10th; subject, “The
a Youth;’’roll-call, Ancestral Anecdotes.
i,
ji.h'

hran

v

Misses Ginn

>*

riching

avenue

Belfast Savings bank has bought of the
nml>\ and Faunce heirs the part of the brick
vk not occupied by the bank, in which is the
?re of E. H. Knowlton and the office of Hon.
H. McLellan.
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rl'ht-

Travellers Club will meet with Mrs. A.
Small Tuesday, January llt.h. Program:
per, Philip the Second,’’ by Mrs. R. F. Dunn; readings, “Burgos,” by Mrs. Amos Clems'.
"The Cid,” by Miss Annie Field.
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Coe-Mortimer plant
and the second barge
irged last week in good time. Friday
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/or in b.igs was discharged from
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delphia and the steamAnother barge ar-
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is the

food-medicine that
not only nourishes them
most, but also regulates
their digestion. It is a

the Savings Department of

wonderful tonic for children of all ages. They
rapidly gain weight and
health on small doses.
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Steamer Notes. Capt. Ben
Arey went
his new route between
Belfast, Islesboro,
tine and Brooksv lie last week in
the
Anna Belle. The steamer Silver Star
halaid up at the railroad wharf for the \v;
with the steamers Ruth, Tremont
and
-The steamer Sebenoa of the Maine t
I
fleet has been sold to William E.

J
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were
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'inds on enquiry that there have
-ales in this city of the Xtravim
s
It is recommended for all
and the dealers will hand you a
giving information as to its use.
the Boston Molasses Company,
liable firm.
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picnic supper last
spread in the carpet
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made very attractive for the
annual event, and this year
-special clerks employed during the
rush. Mr. A. A. Howes was, as
of honor.
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John S.
shut-in, has been able to
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iew of the year 1909 in Belfast, in
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Ross-

Rev.

Adolph
following telegram yester-

Postponed.

Parkes Cadman under date
•n, January 5th: “Train three hours
v
York to Boston, account of severe
Give later
Missed Belfast train.
■. < adman was to have lectured in
ening. The date of his coming
•uriced later.
S.
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■

meeting of the

Women’s

Hospi-

held in Memorial Building,
The
iary 13th, at 2.30 p. m.
a ill be:
report of officers and
ion of officers and appointes; changes in by-laws, and
that may come before the
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t-ij> plan

earnestly requested
for

to

future work.

Son opened for business in
the Chase block last Monlhe interior arrangements are
mg.
completed hut the store is a very
ie one and there is a fine
display in the
glass show window. R. A. French &
occupy the store vacated by H. J.
v

.re

w

\
l
*

Son

I1

in

the necessary changes
include an extension of

as soon as

made, which
to the rear of the building.
oombs has quite a large crew at work
it shop, and is making rapid
progress

\

boats now under construction.
-peed launch is finished she will be
.! and the second 43-foot cruiser set
of the first, which has been plankThe boats are all for New York parties
peed launch will be used at Dark Hartwo

?
1

I

*

:

iing

season.
Coombs has other
v.hich wdll keep him busy well into

ol
i'

Mr.

"-i

society the drawing of the annual
place. Horace Chenery drew the

ored five and it will be retired. James
Charles R. Coombs, Joseph A. McRalph L. Cooper were elected to

*

b p.Permission

granted to Walter
a cottage at the
for his use, subject to the approval of
intendent as to location and style.
ing is one of the largest exhibitors at
each year and plans to spend a good
!he week there annually.
was

f Waldo to erect

f
;

the auspices of the Woman’s Christian
Union “The Saving of Daddy’
read by Mrs. S. A. Parker in the Bapf
hnrch next Sunday evening at 7.30 o’clock.
baptist choir will sing the songs which oclr
effective intervals in the story. It is an
-.'ting little tale, and has been frequently
The proery successfully presented.
''ve large audience will be equally pleased,
hoped, on this occasion. The author is
‘rs- Della Wentworth, whose husband is
suphntendent of the State School for Boys in
'Ciand. The churches have kindly agreed to
•be in this service, and the pastors will con,f t the
opening exercises.
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Ust Sunday was a mild, pleasant day.
or
flay a snow storm set in, but did not bring
e much desired
sleighing. It grew very cold
’he night and the wind blew a gale.
It is
general opinion that it never blew harder
and many were unable to sleep. Tuesday
or’iing the temperature was 4 or 5 degrees
a
zero and it grew colder as the day ad1 <
ed, until it was 10 or 12 below, and with
e
high wind prevailing the day was uncomable out-doors and jt was difficult to keep

lrm indoors.
The thermometer indicated
veral degrees below zero Wednesday morn«’■ and a
big snow storm is said to be on the
and doe to arrive before this paper reaeh>ts readers.
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We placed our order for this Muslin Underwear
months ago, long before the advance in Cotton.
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This Great Value Giving Event Begins Saturday Morning, Jan. 8th.
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ing commissioner of Boothbay Harbor, «
about $2,000. The steamer was in winter
Rockland and was towed to B
Harbor. December 29th. She is a era
tons, licensed to carry 330
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3 MORE DAYS OF

ONE-HALF

PRICE

SALE

Thursday, Friday and Saturday, January 6th,

7th and

3th

The

I

is

▼

ALL GOODS MARKED ABOVE 10c. will be sold at 1-2 PRIOE on the
above dates. The reason for this sale: We are going to have a 5 & 10 OENT
STORE. Early in January we shall have OUR OPENING, when you can buy
ANY SINGLE PIECE of goods in our store for 10c. NOTHING ABOVE 10c.,
NOTHING FOR LESS THAN 5 CENTS. All goods above 10c. must be sold.
DO YOU want any of them on Thursday, Fridav or Saturday at 1-2 PRIOE?

Sleigh

again

at hand.

show you

some

Season
Call

and let us

up-to-date CUTTERS

AI RIGHT PRICES.

♦
*
Blankets, Harnesses, Robes,

♦

Whips, Horse Goods.

£

benefit of the Waldo Count/**-,
Society, the money to be used for Me -rwl <
went of the grounds. Orrin J. DiXc
affair in charge and has soar»»„ ; B'3®
+
make it a success. The
soloistBy;!!
♦
Miss Katherine C. Quimbv,
Belfast, Maine.
iBa*
Arthur Johnson, Miss Hazel JioaffJ
bard and Charles Hammons. Hit
M
I "■
concert program a cake walk wjMn -J I ►
♦
which the following young peop*Rv
Misses Louise Webber, Hazel
i® I
Rogers, Martha Knowlton,
n J
|
Keating and Masters Norman Li&; p
A Pennsylvania subscriber writes: “I cannot
Southworth, Frank Hazeltine Tnlo. ■ 81 The Universalist Social Aid will meet with
dear old JourAlton Johnson, Harley Godfrey, Sgi'
I j y rs. O. S. Vickery this, Thursday, afternoon at )ossibly get along without the
lal; it is like a weekly letter from the dear old
and others. Specialties will be Mven I
o o’clock.
riends in Maine.”
the cake walk and the evening's pr
Alumni
I
Swear off mending for 1910?
The meeting of Seaside Chautauqua
It is
Two men have been in this county and vibe one worth seeing and
21
No.
C.
Webber,
Key* I
A.
Mrs.
ill be held with
just one of the old fashioned customs
who pretend to be in charge of the conc'hestra will furnish the music <r ?. 1 1
Licensed Embalmer-:inity
afternoon.
mrt street, this, Thursday,
that can be easily done away with if
traction of a telephone line and have thereby
will follow the program. The tiek- ts
Chautauqua
Seaside
of
next
meeting
The
food and money in several towns and
25 cents to trie concert and 25 cent»fc
you will buy
Coroner.
| 1 ircle will be with Mrs. C. A. Hubbard, No. 4 >btained
lave incidentally appropriated whatever else
Charles Z.ueblin, publicist of Be 1 1
10th.
January
in
afternoon,
modem
E verything
#.
j, ark street, Monday
These men, or others
:ame under theirhands.
professor of sociology in Harvard L I I
II members are requested to be present.
the
been
have
>f
like
working
peocharacter,
SUITS.
AND
BURIAL
will lecture in the Opera Houf
CASKETS
I
of the Directors for ple in New Hampshire, and they will be arrestI ; At the January meeting last
ing, January 14th, on “The
Monday even- id if their whereabouts can be ascertained.
letal Shipping Cases and Slate Burial
* le Home for Aged Women
Common Lite.” It will be
I
was extended for a gift
u ig a vote of thanks
Vaults always in stock,
Belfast Lect ure Course series.
Several whist parties
Season.
Social
The
Kansas
City,
Bean of
But be very careful that you get the
^
0 E $5 from Mr. Wm. F.
the author of many well knouBbwere given in honor of the college students at
^ alls answered promptly, either day or night
^ Lo.
original Holeproof hose. Like all
which are “The Religion of a
Miss Katherine C.
home for the holidays.
1a
Home telephone 48-3. Office 48-4.
of the Improvement
meeting
successful things—it is widely imithe
At
!
Decade of Civic
with
a
three-table
regular
entertained
party
ftn
W. Quimby
at the home of Mrs. F.
3rd,
Howes
tated.
Frances
for
when
Miss
Pr
S
The
C®br
However,
Christmas night,
your protection
Municipal
ogress.”
Is j ociety,January
extended to Mr. W. j received the first
a vote of thanks was
*
Chronicle speaks of him as f<®tm
lady’s prize, a handkerchief,
every pair is plainly 'stamped on the
I also have a stock ot
ha®as i ote,
to
of
$5
the
for
gift
I_.___.
Kansas
City
been the fortune of few men ® d< thAst j * Bean of
and William Q. Foster the first gentleman’s
toe of each stocking. Look for the
fund.
LIVE BAIT now on sale at McIntosh &
Chairs
and
Tables
and
^
Holmes
5ard
decade what Mr. Zueblin has ®nc
1 e applied to the Park improvement
cards.
of
a
Clyde
pack
prize,
word Holeproof—it means to you the
Market.
and Tom Marian Hazeltine received the consolations, i
Perry’s
Hazeltine
educational and civic organized
Frank
|
Kenneth Burgess,
TO LET
great difference between satisfaction
the A. C. Miss M. Helen Bird entertained the Bridgets
predation of their power in ttjjp i
0f ] landall spent part of last week at
j
and disappointment.
f n Card Parties, Sociables and Entertainand enter- and J. K.’s
democratic
ulture and civijj i L
Tuesday, Miss Katherine C. Quimby
j Surgess cottage, Pitcher’s Pond,
ments. Tables 10 cents apiece
He speaks v. Th the fervor anftc [* aiAm- i ained the members of Castle Channing, Winning The prize, a box of confectionery.
MEN’S, 6 PAIRS.$1.50
J
of their stay, Miss
Chairs 20 cents per dozen.
pathetic, practical student dB-ib
Evelyn P. Morison was the hostess j
^ Cnights of King Arthur, one day
2.00
WOMEN’S, 6 PAIRS,
It may be of interest to reJpl tj
Bjon ’he Knights made the trip out and back by Wednesday night when the prizes, memoranMAIN STREET, BELFAST.
72
Rev.
B( YS’ AND GIRLS’, 6 PAIRS, 2 00
which Mr. Zueblin created ®re citiAter. 1
The names of all taxpayers whose taxes are
dum and address books, fell to William H. Hall
■uckboard and were accompanied by
not paid before March 1, 1910, will appear in
He was invited to give a courfc < >y ® on
Hill
and
Maurice
M.
Florence
Doak.
and Helen
FOR SALE ONLY BY THE
Uiolpn Rossbach.
the next city report.
“The Religion of a Democim,' ‘$3'HUR_
the kil- W. Lord were the boobies. The last in the
Commenting on the item concerning
t® as_
JOHN S. DAVIDSON. Collector.
promising subject to the uninlSa
was given Saturday evening by Miss
series
Whitcomb
F.
W.
ing of a 520 pound porker by
Office City Building, 9 to 12 and 1 to 3.
semblies in a few weeks grew®)! ;
won a
Foster
William
M.
Hill.
Florence
Q.
Home
and
says:
,f this city, the Turf, Farm
A Surprised Sneak Thief®J
! ‘If Mr. Whitcomb only knew it he could have gold pencil and Marian Hazeltine a gold pic- j
that blows no one good," mk
}nM,u,a.
that porker ture frame, while Roy Hack was consoled with
“The leading brands” at
nade more money to have divided
trated at 1 o’clock a. in.
about grape fruit and Frances Howes with a candle about two-thirds the
weighing
these
pigs
price you would be
]
nto three and had
ily on Northport avenue weBv1' ’B in a
have brought stick. Miss Marian Hazeltine served tea at
to pay elsewhere in the city. Call
obliged
170 pounds each. They would
® p^e
large washing that had
the big porker her home Sunday night, and most of the stu- and we will
(j
Open to engagements.
ibout a cent a pound more than
prove it.
^ ®
wind was blowing a gale
considerably dents left Monday for their school duties.
Vger
lid and could have been grown
McIntosh & perry’s market.
clothes were taken in,
MRS. HATTIE F. M. PHILLIPS,
}
ar_
Gentlemen’s Night at the Traveller’s
J phe cheaper.”
tides, including about 50
The Travellers’ Club observed its anClub.
tf50
Swanville, Maine.
were
Hanscom
S.
L.
of
Rev.
man of the house had
The remains
when
DecemPERFORMANCES FROM 7 TO 10
train last nual “Gentlemen’s Night” Wednesday,
two members of the familySk't
Drought to Belfast on the morning
Mrs.
sale at
One-half
held in the ber 29th and the fact that the president,
a funeral service was
thief at the clothes line an®k
Edward Sibley, was the hostess, and the gath^g® ladies Saturday and
Rev. Albert E.
10.30.
at
started to notify the head <®tl
Methodist
vestry,
whjje
5c W.H. Richard’sthis week
OF THE
ering held in her own spacious, beautiful home,
the service and Rev. G. G.
the other bravely opened ®f (f
be- Luce conducted
was sufficient guarantee of the success of the
were
bearers
The
offered
Winslow
prayer.
gan to interview the
The members seemed totally unconWadlin, Frank P. meeting.
./* tfl
him they could take in
tliem- Horace Pitcher, Tileston
scious of the steady drop of the mercury outthe
of
all
selves. Then a window ® t k® a^,ove Blodgett, and Adrian C. Tuttle,
side, making it the coldest, most uncomfortaThe interment was in the
was opened and
in words®©*
j^an Methodist parish.
ble day of the season, for inside all was light
oc^
elegant the surprised calleBric th®vhat he family lot in Grove Cemetery. His death
Seventeen of the
and cheer.
Rev. and comfort
son,
so
his
t®
of
was doing.
this
time
home
youngest
the
By
famjiy curred at
eighteen members were present to enjoy to the
futhe
and
Mars
Hill,
of
ent®t-“
thought he would help
Benjamin Hanscom
I full the good things of the day and evening. The
Houlton, where his son, Rev.
caller and opened his wind®
tQ say neral was held in
business meeting was called at S o’clock, but it
sons
three
located. His
things. The fellow by thi«ii
his Albert Hanscom, is
was somewhat later when the president rapped
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accomAlbert and Benjamin,
breath and concluding he wti
to order and welcomed the club in her usual
orHnout the Revs. Warren,
to attend the
to
Belfast
remains
at
he
the
apl
goods
departed
not panied
Treasurer
J.
earnest, cordial manner. One of the items of
Hanscom, a forbefore he had been recogfci' I
should funeral. An obituary of Mr.
business following the routine work was the
this
in
l
caBu:
E.
church
M.
city(
Assistant Treasurer.
think of repeating the
T.
of thanks to
favor. mer pastor of the
| passing of a unanimous vote
able circumstances he V'- I i-fl wjtb a will be found on another page.
and
Misses Barr and Hall, librarian and assistant, On
01
of
warmer reception Irom
i for their interest and kindness in selecting
New Advertisements. The 9-cent sale
jjy_
and
8th.
7th
unusual
preparations I books that are particularly helpful in the winfor which
100,000.00
....
Shipping Items.
knell of Carle & Jones,
next Saturday at 9 a. ; ter’s work of the club.
The literary program
Rockland was in Boston
tj,e inter- have been made, begins
i*
....
9
p. was one of the choicest and best of the season.
and closes Saturday, January 15th, at
ests of his schooner,
j
sey_ *pjje m.,
for every- Two original papers were given; one upon
19c.
are bargains in all lines
vessel was laden with
No.
kport and m. There
is
This
advt.
the
the
see
will
by
some days ago the
! “Murillo” by Miss Margaret A. Dunton,
jt was body, as you
at the rate
Waldo
in
No.
E.
S.
Mrs.
and
everybody
a cash sale
other upon “Spanish Music” by
found necessary to
A
tft, which strictly
Mail and telephone orders ; Pitcher. Some fine reproductions of the artist’s
invited.
is
will be a total loss.
•
Ww
county
no
inIiad
of
two
to.The City National paintings were shown by Miss Dunton, and Mrs*
surance.
Sch.
ig at the promptly attended
to
a full report for
to
a vocal and an
illustrated
was
Belfast
Pitcher’s
of
by
wharf of the Duplex
Bank
publishes
paper
Co., loadlist of se- instrumental solo, charmingly rendered, the
ing box boards for
The Cam_ 1909, with statement of condition,
of interest to former by Mrs. Pitcher and the latter by Miss
den Lumber Co.
sarah curities, and other information
,ner
its 83d semi-annual dividend on December $cialty.
This Bank
Kimball with lumber,
stockholders and depositors.The Waldo Gladys Pitcher, who was a guest of the club.
ew ^ uf p.
expect to ma^
the
rate
of
at
per annum, and we
Hall at Matinicus
Trust Company tells how co-operation is pro- The reading upon Barcelona by Miss Mabel R.
e gea exactinterest
is
ere
dividend
much to the program, which,
to the fact that ii
All
added
future.
attention
the
Mathews
calls
rate
in
and
this
ed a toll from the
tection
^
g fleet thig
and 4 pei as a whole, was fully appreciated by all presand if uncalled for at the time w
pays interest on checking accounts
year of four vessels
en lives and
of the
the
account
to
husbands
and
The
the
ent.
guests,
in
department
savings
j
gentlemen
cent interest
left twelve widows
y„ fatherless
sum.
draw interest the same as the
I
children. The loss
The annual muslin underwear sale by Jamec brothers of the members, arrived at the apwaa greater
Satwill
begin
The affairs of this Bank have the careful and conscientious overpointed hour, and when the greetings were
tided decrease H. Howes, Odd Fellows’ block,
ir over, they were instructed to proceed to an adt being sixtyask a continuation of the
urday morning, January 8th. Big values
who
of its
Eva Hooper, standard
shoe! joining room where they would have the priviL.
W.
Douglass
goods.The
to open new
will
be
and
tith coal, was
Store ...Half lege of selecting, in rather an unusual manner,
patronage of its present
are sold at the Colburn Shoe
ivjlla by the
caused
This
a!
for
the
hats
within
or
the State.
without
untrimmed
their
banquet.
and
trimmed
partner
rw»ito Prov- price sale of
accounts with any
in a jolly mood
ler starLord’s ..The Holeproof stockings are sold at some merriment, and all were
on interest the first of
in, mainn
Fresh roasted peanuts as they passed on to the large front room
Store
A desirable front room on the first floor with
ly. The The Dinsmore
Hous< where the tables were spread for the party.
theFollett
store,
Opera
all
and
at
room
er 16th,
bath
hot,
electric
always
lights,
the extreme with steam heat,
six days block.. .Three more days this week of th< The room was attractive in
the conveniences of the Home.
Apply to
its decorations of flowers and Christmas green. the President of the Belfast Home for Aged
n Maine
from taxation.
are
Mail
in
45
H.
Richards,
W.
carnasale
and
by
pink
The center nieces were red
tfl
of De- one-half price
of R. A. Frencl tions, while bits of holly dotted the dazzling Women.
cali? blown street.See removal notice
TRUSTEES:
the damask covers. The candles in
~A full line of BRIAR PIPES just received.
all. D the & Co. Special discount sale for the next tw< white of
the beautiful candelabra burned under deep
v of
weeks, beginning today.J. B. Waterman oi red
a pipe that will cost a
For
16c
all
the
richness
get
you
the
enhancing
shades,
glow
FRED G.
JAMES H.
"yes Belfast and C. N. Stevens and family and Mrs
of the appointments. The menu consisted of QUARTER elsewhere. McIntosh & Perry’s ROBERT F. DUNTON.
Isaac Reynolds of Liberty publish cards o:
tomato bisque, crackers, chicken
FIELD.
BEN
D.
fruit,
room on first floor
grape
I.
BROWN,
front
ARTHUR
A
desirable
thanks...
with lettuce, hot rolls and jelly, coffee, Market.
with modem conveniences, to let-A. A salad
cake and candy. The evening was
Howes A Co. Will have a special sale of th< ice cream,
FRESH MEATS at lowest prices. Also
spent socially, and the members are deeply inoriginal Pan-American coffee next Saturday debted
McIntosh &
to
Mr. and Mrs. Sibley for making thii full line of GROCERIES.
16 cents
price,
19
special
price,
c^nta;
Regular
the most successful and enjoyable meetcomer Main and W
.Annual meeting of stockholders of Sears one of
'm Streets.
Perry,
of
the
dub.
ings of the many in the history
port National Bank, January Uth, at 2 p. m.
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DINSMORE STORE

h^Bwind'

CIGARS

Tue^A ’^■fambe^B

leav^B jm,,

Experienced Nurse

and Illustrated Songs.

__

Special Sale

g°n®Bp*|^ eB

Bsneak

ORIGINAL

oBnd

surj®b~Jti®telling
®p<'

price

Admission, Adults 10c., Children

4 %

4%

PanAnerican Belfast

0y®e

uljB

10®.^.^

j®n

<

Star Theatre.

High Class Moving Pictures

Savings Bank

ySight

j Bbut

-:"vrner.

c

Nat a cent unless you are banking with the WALDO TRUST
no
other
as
bank in the city is paying interest on checking accounts,
COMPANY,
Think this over and put your money where it will earn something for you while you
have the free use of it in your business.
DID YOU GET?

jp

Every garment in this sale is of standard

low price.
make and

^

gm

j||

in

|| J jj
||
|jf i

<

1

the management to conduct
>f the opera Iolanthe. At the
Monday evening the dances and
rehearsed.

OO-OPERATION has'placed in the hands of the business men of this county
$15,000 interest on checking accounts during the last five years. HOW MUCH

GREATEST EVENTS of the year. Bear this fact
mind, there is not a single article purchased especially for this occasion, no poorly made goods in
which quality has been sacrificed in order to quote a

ss i«

^

steannjI

Xr

|

city banks.

WALDO TRUST COMPANY.

a™*

Wednesday evening the handsome afti
Jfl
the Belfast gant waiting room and spacious freig
rs remaining in
of the E. S. S. Co. at
Winterport were
WW
the week ending January 4th:
p
Miss Ruth Sargent, Al- fully lighted by electricity. The elec
tem
was installed by the
-vBB
electrical
H. James, Frank Johnson
!.,n. i
the S. S. Belfast, and the power
-MM p
Lowis Knowlton, Rev. D. H. Mepli^n
room of the
*
dynamo
turbiner.
Mm
big
£
F. Whitcomb.
A popular concert will be givei&rt B V
a
Keen of Boston, well known in
fast Opera House next
for his musical ability, has
WedmsdajBv
t

j

our

||

Annual Sale of Muslin Underwear, and
giving we consider this sale one of the

our

for value

SCOTT a BOWNE, 409 Pearl St., N. Y.

the odds and ends from his stock.
in Brooks and vicinity should give him

>wd

Scott’s Emulsion

begin

we

ways to make cloth. The WALDO TRUST COMPANY was first
this principle in connection withbanking in Waldo. County, and since the day when we
first gave to the public a free check book we have set the pace for others to follow,
and they are very reluctantly coming into line. WALDO COUNTY is indebted to
the WALDO TRUST COMPANY for the 4 % interest they are now getting

10c., name of paper and this ad. for
beautiful Savings Bank and Child’s
Sketch-Book. Each bank contains a
Good Duck Penny.

-ts

st»i

Saturday Morning

by impoverishing another,

OO-OPERATION is like the shuttle in the

our

Our

icture theater had a
iaytevening, the open-1
has been renovated
The singer is Miss
':ve.

iQg'

Send

Monday, January 10th, M. J. Dow, the
of
torprising dry and fancy goods dealer
which
>ks, will open a bargain counter from

On

MUSLIN UNDER

should be promptly labeled and cast upon the

remedies.

FOR

of onesself

ANNUAL 8ALE Ok

eeping for selhsh hording, for

business, getting

the Mclast Sunday.
heard last week, but they rep-vs were also
in w ih us all winter.
Dennett

k

j

riU(-e

j.

I!
OPERATION,

time

watchword

I

JAMES H. HQ

|

Saturday,

Friday

January

\

DU,1LN,

$1,609,781

Deposits December 6, 1909,
Reserve,

163,504.71
$867.75

Surplus,

Regular Price,

Special Price'for

1, December 1, 1868,
83, December 6, 1909,

Dividend
Dividend

4%,

day sonly,

..

W.LVIER

ROBERT F.DUNTON,President,
FIELD.
HERBERT

■

Total Dividends paid

date,

depositors

30,294.60
$1,384,736.°"

paid

confidently
immediately

4%

GROCERIES,

depositors,
principal

...

DRUGS AND

To Let.

■

Deposits

...

respectfully
depositors,
prospective depositors
received and placed

Trustees,

MEDICINES. sight

pleased

each

month.

Deposits

this Bank

exempt

WHITE,

HOWES,

|

__

4%

4
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*

.1
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in Meant

REGAL
HAIR TONIC
GrayvHalr Grow Dark and Karps
It 1 hat Way,
No woman should tolerate thin, straggly
baldness
or gnyness, when a maglocks,
nificent head of hair can be secured by

Ihkei

.»r

Irish lace, hut it ia too exnensive ior the Ordinary mortal,

except in those garnitures of

using REGAL HAIR TONIC.
You can obtain Regal Hair Tonic from

very

A. A. Howes & Co.

limited dimensions.
Free booklet on Care of the Hair can be
obtained from the hbove dealers or from
There is positive economy in these
the
anjabots, as an ordinary light lace
REGAL'CHKMICAI. CO.,
swers every purpose and is easily
Boston, Mass.
reason'one
made by any
possessing
Silk or
able .skill in such matters.
satin pipings (of all colors) looped
The Fanner’s Best Year.
and fastened at the centre by a jet
button, are graceful and attractive* Products in 1909 Are Worth $8,760,000,000.
imparting a touch of color when
needed.
PICTURE HATS AND HAT PINS.

The value of farm products has become
so incomprehensibly large that it is merely a row of figures, says Secretary Wilson
in his thirteenth annual report. For 1909
it is $8,760,000,000, an increase of $869,-

were.

Tb*» Jim bun

Belfast, within and ■
the 14tb iday of ■
M
u
riOLA A. ELLIOTT, niece of Mary Perry, iat«*
of Burnham, In said County of Waldo, de-^K
C< iased. having presented a petition praying thatH
F Wade Halllday may be appointed adminlstra-*
U r of the estate of said deceosed.

A

Abrenks

the National Government and by encroachments of. the settlers upon the
ranges, made possible by the practice of
“dry farming.’’ Not all of the cattle
have gone directly from the ranges to
the slaughter houses; a great portion of
them' has gone to farms for maturing and
finishing, largely upon corn. This extra
demand on the corn crop is reflected in
com prices, which are now higher than
they have been since the records of the
Department of Agriculture began, in
*1866, except for 1881.
The farmer’s situation with regard to
hogs is more fair to the farmer than the
cattle situation is, but still it is apparent
that during the last three years the price,
of corn has been too high for the price of
hogs. The relative pnce of hogs on the
farm on January 1, 1909, was 147.3, as
compared with 100 for the mean price of
1896-1900, and the average cost of all
hogs slaughtered at principal markets in
the year before was 148.1, or about the
The price of
same as the farm price.
dressed hogs of 160 pounds in New York
in 1908 stands at 145.7, and the carcasses
of market pigs at Chicago at, 184.4 which
is approximately the number representing the relative retail price of fresh pork.
In the case of hogs, therefore, the farmer has fully participated in
the rising

FUR

HATS.

Milliners say that fur hats
only ones now marketable.

the
These

are

do not require plumes, although they
are an elegant addition; a gilt passementerie band or a draping of gilt or
silver net, or a large flower is all
that is necessary. The tri-corn shape
comes in fur, but the turban distances all others and is often made
of two furs, the brim of one and a
rather high crown of the other.
Thus a small piece of fur may be
utilized, and as the coldest weather
of the winter is still to come, intelligent buyers are hastening to avail
themselves of the liberal January
reductions made by C. C. Shayne &
who, more from precedent than
The above designs are by The McCall Com- Co.,
other cause, are giving a disany
New
and
oi
Makers
Yo:k,
pany,
Designers
count on all their handsome fur gar
McCall Patterns.
In
ments. neck pieces and muffs.

i-jl

keeping

with the

popular demand

for

black, lynx

or

baby caracul

have been

special

favorites.
EVENING SLIPPERS AND

SHOES.

Here again, black is prominent and velvet or patent leather is used with jet
Slippers
beaded or velvet dresses, and satin with the various light evening shades.
glitter as well as dresses, and gilt cloth, steel cloth, silver cloth or bronze cloth are
all used to correspond with the passementerie trimmings on evening gowns. It must
be remembered, however, that these are extremes. Half high and really high
shoes come in white suede, the former trimmed with steel straps, and the latter
A buckle in exact harmony with sparkling mawith black lace, closely beaded.
terials is on fancy slippers and one of gilt or chitfon is seen on plain colored satin.

Selden

J'

amj^Bf1

1 5

now^Vh

ALL.

EM

4,711,000,000 bushels,

an

amount

t a Probate Court held at Belfast, within
for the County ol Waldo, on the 14th day
December, A. D. 1909.
NuREW a. DRUB Y, administrator with
i wili annexed ot Walter B. Clark, late of Bei *1.
st, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having
resented a petition praying that the actual
?t value of the properly of said deceased,
his hands subject to the payment of the collar
al inheritance tax, the peisons interested in
t! le succession thereto and the amount of the
lereon, may be determined by the Judge ol*h<
* rebate.

inch Wheel base ensures com-

(l|
<

"!

£

jyj.

1910

CARS
and NEVER LOST the Great
and the Rowes Trophy in

j;ii

t a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within an
for the County of w aido, on the 14th day
I ecember, A. I). 1909.
IA KG IK M. H1RB1I, widow of Ernest I.
[I 1Uim:1», late of Belfast, in said County

^

J

raying n»r an allowance out of the
»te ot said deceased.

\\5,

*

«

[

1

«;1
in the devel-

improvement

ILE
MODEL 40, $4,500
Regulation guarantee

|
!

_
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1
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In Court of Probate, held at Btin* 14th day of December, 19<
rheophilu- H.Sprotil, administratm on the
ate of William h sprotil, bite of V\ interport,
aid County, deceased, having presented !
ourth and final account of administration
laid estate for allowance.

niTALDOSS.

■■

-—

aLDv> SB.—In louit ot Probate, held at Blast, on tne 14tb day tit December, 190
L’heophiius !i Sproul, admiu stratoi on the
ate ot **aria n spioul, lap* o: \\ interport
*atd County, deceased, navi, l- presented his u
md final account ot administration of said est
or allowance.

lly
Vl

NOTICE

valuation of the 20 cities of
1908 was $164,196,560 and

$168,365,829,

tion.

an

increase

amount of taxes assessed
is $8,098,775 and upon
The average rate of
in the cities, towns and plantais $21.65 upon each $1,000 valuaThe average rate in 1907 was

was $20.83.
The
average amount assessed upon each poll
is $2.70.

$22.08 and in 1908 it

'A

For indigestion and all stomach troubles take
Foley’s Orino Laxative. It is the natural remedy for indigestion, dyspepsia, heartburn, bad
breath, sick headache, torpid liver, biliousness,
and habitual constipation. Foley’s Orino Laxative sweetens the stomach and breath, and
tones up the entire alimentary system.
Sold
by all Druggists.
Feel languid, weak, run-down? Headache?
Stomach “off”?—Just a plain case of laxy liver.
Burdock Blood Bitten tones liver and atomach,
promotes digestion, pari flea the blood.

some of the most famous work of
modern European masters; there is also
a full page
painting by Mary Sigsbee
Ker of “Young 1910” waiting on the

within an area that could be served
large shop the expenses of the
many shops for labor, horses, rent and
ness

by

one

other things that are in excess of what
would be sufficient for the one shop must
into the retail prices of the meat sold.
popular
actress, Ethel Barrymore, picture her
'urthermore, customers choose the highquick rise from amateur to leading lady; er-priced cuts of meats.
and the music,
The ascending prices of meat
“Gavotte-Madrigal,” is
suggest
by Francis Thome. Octave Thanet tells inquiry as to whether
the prices of the
the story of two lonely women in “In farmer’s beef cattle
and hogs have inPlace of Their Own,” and Myra
Kelly creased at the farm in the same
surpasses her own standard of gentle that meat has to the consumer. degree
The
humor in “The Spirit of Cecelia Anne.
farmer has failed to receive a share of
Anne Warner’s “Susan
Courtbeef
Clegg’s
higher
prices with regard to the
ing is but one of the series she is writ- raw animal.
The price level of twoing for the Woman’s Home Companion, year-old steers at the farm
being regard‘Room Number Three at Three ed as 100 for
and,
1896-1900, the price oi such
*orkB Tavern,” the
great detective steen rose to 136.9 in 1900, declined to
story by Anna Katharine Green, is con- 85.5 in 1905, and rose to 100.8 in
1909, all
tinued in this number. There are lots
of for the date of January 1, and for prices
other good things, in addition to the
regu- at the farm, substantially before corn
lar departments.
had begun.
feeding
The increasing prices of fresh beef are
due to increasing prices of animals at the
stock yards, and this is explained by the
abnormal circumstances to which the
raising oC beef knimals has been subject
threshold of

photographs

the New Year.
of that most

A

,Vi■

Ordered, that notice tlu'iil be given, tin
weeks successively, in T lie Republican .loinn
1 newspapei published in in Hast, in 'an! Co
y, tliat all persons interested in > attei <1 at
Probate Court, to he lie-d at
eha-t, on the 1
lay of Januar next, and show Chine, if ai
they have, why the said account should not
GEO. E .JOHNMiN, Jm.ge
Allowed
a true copy:
Attest:
Chas. P. Hazei.tink, Register.
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VtAI,

an*
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C unit, held at BelCounty of Waldo
of December, A. D. 1909,

8S.—At
J’ro
WAI.DO
fast. within and foi
a

DO ss.— Ill Court t>i Pi obate, held at In
ta-n. on the 14th day <>> December, 19lizabeth Burgess, administratrix on the esta
>f Grace K
Burgess, late ot Be-tasl. in s;.
Jounly, deceased, having pr< sented her first
tiuai account of adminisUatu u of said estate
tllowaice.

\IrA
Vl

1A

Maine.

(•

••

i At(i‘T,r~

at
foos'I“'ld
•' aldo,

I 0

CHARLES

speet1 |s

to^al

\TTALDO
V?

!

SS.—In Court ot Probate, held at B
last, on the 14th day of Decenmer, 190
lames Pattee, trustee under the last will of Sai
Staples, late ot Belfast, in said («unity, decease
laving presented his second account oi ad mini
[ration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, tin
weeks successively, in The Republican Journ.
newspaper published in Belfast, in said Count;
:bat ab persons interested may attend at a Pi
bate Court, to beheld at Belfast, on the 11’
:lay oi Januaiy next, and show cause, if an
[hey have, why the said account should not
Allowed
GKoRGE E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
('has. P. Hazei.tine, Register.

j'e r'1
puhhVf I*11
Proba;t lHt
iS I11th

The patronage of the
public is respectfully solicited. Don’t forget the place,

said

LANCILL, PTG. CO.,

lbave,

|Hazeltink,

1

»gs|P*
Jit

76 Main Street.

oxj

HOUSE FOR SALE

WALDO

The M. F. Carter house, 39 Cedar street, is
offered for sale. It is fitted for two tenements,
has slated roof, city water and sewer connection. Apply to
JOHN A. FOGG.

ment

immediately.

L. HOPKINS,
EVKRET'I STAPLES.
Stockton Springs, December 14,1909.
IIERBI RT

* DMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE. The suKscrib
A
er hereby gives notice that he lias been
duly appointed administrator of the estate of
HENRIETTA 8. OILKEY, late of Searsport,
in the County ol w aldo, deceased, and
given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are
deaired to present the same lor setilement, and
all indebted thereti are requested to make payment Immediately to H. C. tiuziell of searsport

Maine, my authorized agent.
PYAM L. GILKEY
Philadelphia, Pa., December 14, 1809.—3w62;

A DMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE. Thesubscrib
or hereby gives notice that he has been duly
with the will annexed,

A

hJjjgohiled^admTuistrator,

MARY LAUHIET SLEEPER, late of Belfast,
the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bond* as the law directs. All perrons having
demands against the estate of said declascj
are desired to present the same tor
settlement,
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und final account of administration of said estatFor allowance
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, Hire
weeks successively, in The Republican Journa
•a newspaper published m Be fast, in said County
that all persons interested may ttend at a Pr«
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 11th d,
[>f January next, and show cause, if any tIn
have, why tfie said account should not be allow
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
ed.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P- Hazei.tine, Register,

™_

_.

EXECUTRIX’S
of

OCTAVIUS R.

WEBSTER, late of Belfast.

in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having de
mauds against the estate of said deceased art de
sirtd to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
LAURA AvWEBSTER.
Belfast, December 14, 1909.
NOTICE. The subscriber herethat she has been duly appointed executrix of the last will and testament
of
JAMES H. CUNNINGHAM, late of Belfast*
in the County of Waldo, deceased. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present thesame for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to
make payment immediately.
LIZZIE M. CUNNINGHAM.
Belfast; December 14,1909.
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Order- d, that notice thereof be given, Hire
weeks successive\, in The Republican Journal
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said < oun
ty, that all persons inteiesHd may ait. d at
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, oil the 1 111
any tin
lay of January next, ami show cause,
have, why the said account should not be allowed’.
GKO. B JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy
Attest:
Chas. P. J1 azki.tink, Register.
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I»0 8S —In Court of Probate, held at Bel
it
last, on the 14th day of December, 1 HOP
George H. Dow ns, administrator on the estate of
Rozilia Y. Downs, late of Winterport. in said
County. having presented I is first and final account of administration of said estate for allow
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Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three 1|
weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a 1
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County m
that all persons interested may attend at a Pro
hate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 11th
[lay of January next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not he allowed
GKO. K. JOHNSON, Judge.
A Hue copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine. Register.

A DM lNISTRATRIX’S NOTICE. Thesubscrlb.cL er hereby gives notice that she has been duly
appointed administratrix of the estate of

GILBERT MALOON, late of Burnham,
County of Waldo, deceased, and given
as the law directs. Ail persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
MARTHA A..MALOON.
Burnham, December 14,1909.
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count of administration of said estate for allow
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fast, mi the 14tli day of December, 1P|
Orrin J. Dickey, administrator 01 the estate «
pi
Sarah K. Jenkins, late of Belfast, in said County
deceased, having presented his first and final a<
111
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NOTH E. Tlte subscriber lmi-by gives notice that she has been duly appointed executrix of the last will and testatum!
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STAPLES, late of Stockton Springs,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and
given
bonds as the taw directs. A tl persons having demands against tile estate of said deceased are
desired to present 1 lie same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make pay-
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DO ss—in Court ot Probate, held at Be.
fast, on the 14th day of December, 190
Dhariiy E Towle, administratrix on the estate
of Warren N. Towle, late of Liberty, in sal iH
If
County, deceased, having presented her secon
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|te,

Belfast, April 1,1909.—13
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ly, that all peiTons interested m y attend a!
Probate Court. t«» be held at Belfast, on tin 11
lay of January next, and show eause, if ai
they have, why the said account should not
GKO E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Allowed
A true copy. Attest:
Chas P. Hazeli ine, Register
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Ordered, That notice thereof be given, thn
weeks successively, in The Republican Journ.
newspaper published i: Belfast, in said Com

Belfast, within and
on the 14tli day of

!
i),
u
wi.
VV. FREDERICK, of said Belfast
0 ■administrator of the estate
residuary devisee lor 'ife of ceruin real i c0Ul Ins, late of Hellast, in said
LENA P. FKED
estate, uncer the last will
■< a*ied, having presented a
ERICK, late of 'aid Bell l. deceased, having dete,'v ■lle Ju'*ge °f Probate may
a
petition repicseuung tluu. a?
presented
I11 led to the balance of said
estai
such d» visee, he lias an estate in possession, ir j
for distribution, their rethe real estate described in said petition; that
.a’1
■ a,,d °‘der the same to be
disti
a contingent resaid real estate is subject
1
mainder under tin terms ol ^aid will, and pray*dd petitioner give notice
"aid Belfast, may
ing that George A Qnimby
»y causing a copy of
this
he appointed trustee andami-mized to sella cer
three weeks sueces«hed
which
is
a
sivelv
real
estate
tain pan of saio
particularly
Journal, a newspaper
described in said petition.ami -:Bp°'c of the protlie y may appear at a
eteds of said sale, after pa* mg the expense*
forsabt lid at :<eltast, within and
the Hu ms of the
thereof, according to law an
«la> of January. A.
D.
will above named.
1 clock before noon, an<l
show
w
hy the prayer of
Ordered, That notice be given to ail person
pehlot be granted.
interested by causing a copy of tins order, att
b<
EJOHNSON, Judge.
tested by the Register of said Court,
A tnu‘T
published three weeks sucee- ively in The Re*
Register.
publican Journal, published at elfast. that they
er,r--may appear at a Probate (- at, to be held at
DXEt
The subscribers hereBelfast, within and for said County, on the second Cl by
Tuesday of January next, at ten ol the clock in pointed
hey have been duly aplast will and testament
the forenoon, and show cause, if any they have, of
why the prayer of said petitioner should n t he
E.
Judge.
GEo.
JOB
late
of Morrill,
S^ON,
granted.
A true copy. Attest:
>, deceased, and given
i.
.-vll persons having
Chas. P. Hazertine, Register.
late of said deceased
e same lor settlement,
SS
In Court of Probate, held at Bel®)egi are requested to make
fast, on the 14th day of December, lt'of
Leonard G. Paine, administrator on the estate «>1
SARAH A. STOKER.
John H. Lane, late of Bean-port m said County,
*1 vo OSCAR STOKER.
deceased, having presented his final account ol
administration ot said estate for allowance.
*
If M NOT ICE.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
1 he sub|s notice that she has
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said C'unir
Imnistratrix of the esty. that ail persons interested may attend at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on t-lte 1 ltli
late of Troy,
day of January next and show cause it a •>
I -i>;L deceased and given
they have, why the said account should not ht
allowed.
I. All persons having
GKO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
ji in A of said dt ceased are
Atrueeopy. Attest:
H itv lle t°r settlement, and
Chas. P. Hazki.tim\ Begistn.
y
puested to make pay
0n the second Tuesday
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The Republican Journal and the New Idea Mage ^
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NhW IDEA PUBLISHING

We have reopened our office
and are prepared to do fine

duly appointed administrators of tile estate
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nnblisln d in Bella-.i in said ( out
liar all persons interested way attei d at a
Court, to be lieh. at Beit.i t. on tile 11th u
>f January next, and show cause, it any t>
lave, why ti e said account .should not he allow
GEO. K JOHNSON, Judg*
A true copy. Attest:
('has. P. Hazei.tine, Pegistei
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Ordered, 1 hat the said petitioner give notice
II persons interested by causing a copy of tl
rder to be published three weeks successively
he Republican Journal, a newspaper publisht 1 eltast, that they may appar ala Proba
ourt, to be held at
eltast, within and for sa
ounty, on the 11th day ol January, A. D. 191"
t ten of the clock before noon, mid show cau>
any they have, why the prayer of said petition
r should not be gianted,
GEO. K. JOHNSON. Judge
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazki.tink, Register.
11TALD0 hS— In Court ol Probate, held at B*
»?
fast, on lie 14th day of December. J 9'
.oella a. Ritchie, executiix -f tlie last will
ieorge W. Ritchie, late of W mteiport, in sa
■ounty, deceased, having piesented hm first ai.
Inal accmiui of adimnistiation ol said estate JUowance.
Ordered, '.hat notice then of l.e given, tinveeks successively, in The Republican Jourim
newspapei published ill eilast, in said C uiuu
hat all peiMUis interest!-d may attend at a Pi
•ate Court, to be held at Belfast, mi the lit:
lay of January next, and show cause, if an\
hey have, why the said account- should not 1
lloweci.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge
A true copy.
A ttest:
Chas. B. Hazki.tink. Register.

Colds:

in the usual

t a Probate Court held at Belfast, within ai
«
for the County of Waldo, on the 14th day
December, A. 1). 1900.
I RAC E b. TIBBETTS, widow of Manley l1
J Tibbetts, late el Pah lino, in said County
taldo, deceased, having pres* nteu a petitn
raying tor an allow ance out ol the personal e
tte ot saiu deceased.
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FOLEYSHONET^TAR
Cures
Prevents Pneumonia

Book

aUto, <iee-eased, having presented a petitio:
personal e

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
II peisons interested by causing a copy of tl
rder to be publisher! three weeks successive
The Republican Journal, a newspaper pul
ii
shed at Belfast, that tliey may appear at a Pi
■ ate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and f*
uu county, on tne inn day or .January, a.
910, at ten of the cluck before noon, and slice.
ause, if any they have, why the prayer of sa
etitioner should not he granted.
GEORGE E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. 1*. Hazkltinf., Register.

con-
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$2,250.

siderably greater than that for any other
Foolish is he who says that at his door
1 knock but once, a furtive moment stay,
While hosiery does not sparkle, it comes in
great variety of colors to match year except 1906. This is the year of
Fearing lest he shall hear, then haste away,
production for potatoes, tobacco,
evening dresses, and in exquisite combinations of embroidery and open-mesh stitch. highest
Glad to escape him—to return no more.
beet sugar, all sugar and rice; next to
the
lines
bordered
is
in
mesh,
the
In some varieties,
open
by
straight
embroidery
Not so, I knock and wait, and o’er and o’er
the highest production for corn, oats and
Come back to summon him. Day after day
then again blocks of each alternate.
Every imaginable shade is represented in all cereals. Compared with 1908, gains
I come to call the idler from his play,
plain colored silk, which may now be had at a very reasonable figure. Black silk in value are found all along the line, the
Or wake the dreamer with my vain uproar.
Out of a thousand, haply, now’ and then,
embroidered in colors, is in great favor, forget-me-nots, worked in natural hues, exceptions being barley, buckwheat, rye
and milk.
The increase in the value of
One, if he hear again and yet again,
yellow daisies, or a vine of tiny pink and blue roses are shown as novelties. The farm products this year over
Will tardy rise and open languidly.
1908—$869,Verona Clarke.
The rest, half puzzled, half annoyed, return
000 000—is enough to buy a new
openwork stocking, however, never passes out of style.
equipTo
play or sleep, nor seek nor wish to learn
ment of farm machinery for more than
Who the
clownish guest may be.
6,000,000 farms. The value of the cereal —William H. untimely,
News
and
Notes.
Literary
Eddy, in theManuary Atlantic. &
crops to the farmer would pay for all the

10c. and

j*.

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice t
\\ persons interested by causing a copy of this ■
der to be published tin ee weeks successively in 9?
1 he Republican Journal, a newspaper publish*
a t Belfast, that they may appear at a Proban
m\y
ourt, to be Held at
within and lor saui W*
j aunty, on the lltli Belfast,
clay of January, A. 1). 191 :*P*
i a ten ot the clock before noon, end show caus- "®u
| il any they have, win the prayer ol said petitioi
1
should not be granted.
-«*,
GEO. K. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
an
Chas i*. Hazki.tink, Register.
|)e

a

machinery, tools and implements of the
Old Indian tribal superstitions and entire
manufacturing industry. The
modern civilization are finely depicted in j value of all
crops, $5,700,000,000, would
the handsome picture (in colors) of the make a half payment
on the value of all
j boy prospector and the jotem pole that steam railroads, according to the valuathe front cover page of the
ji decoratesAmerican
Boy, and every page
January
The Secretary does not believe that the
15c.
of the magazine is full of entertaining soils of the
country are “wearing out.’’
matter.
A
and
instructive
new
serial
|
On the contrary, the average yields to
Jackson
at
entitled
beRoger
Ramsbury
J
the acre have shown a decided
ARE FOR SALE IN BELFAST BY
tendency
j gins in this number and promises to be to increase for the last forty years.
one of the very best school stories yet
I
Secretary Wilson has just finished an
published. There are two other serials, investigation of the increase in prices of
several short stories, practical and in- beef in all
A
parts of the country.
structive articles, and 75 illustrations, schedule was
prepared to record the
Who by special arrangement have all the $1.0 a year. The Sprague Publishing actual experiences of retailers in
buying
i Co., Detroit, Michigan.
and selling a carcass or half carcass of
patterns all the time.
and
the
facts
beef,
ascertained
among
i
The most coherent and intelligible
were the weight and wholesale cost of a
^=NO WAITING TO SEND^CS
account that has appeared concerning the
certain piece of beef, usually a half carnew order of corporate control inauguratcass.
Then followed the weight and reMAINE’S VALUATION INCREASED.
ed by President Taft appears in a paper
tail
of every cut for which a uniby Gilbert H. Montague at the head of the formprice
price was charged by the retail
Waldo County Shows an Increase of over table of contents of the Atlantic for
dealer. Thus it became possible not only
$40,000.
January.Indeed the contents of this num- to
compare the high-priced and low-pricber is quite as timely as the most journaled cuts but also to compute
The total valuation of the cities, towns
accurately
istic magazines,for among the more salithe total retail price a pound and conand plantations as certified to the board
ent titles appears a paper on “The House
sumers’ cost of the beef piece for which
by the municipal assessors for the year of Lords,”
now the very centre of the
the wholesale price a pound and cost of
1909 is $374,025,322, an increase of $9,British state, by Sydney Brooks, and an
the entire piece had been
126,608, over the amount returned in 1908
reported.
article on “Essential Financial
important
A gross profit of 20 per cent was found
according to the annual report of the and
Banking Reforms,” by Charles N. in New York
board of State assessors, which was filed
and
in
City
Philadelphia,
the capital opponent of Senator 28
with the governor and council December Fowler,
per cent in Buffalo, 36 per cent in BosAldrich.in the debates regarding the cen17 per cent in Baltimore, 42
30th. The average annual increase durper
tral bank; and a paper on the present-day ton,
cent in Washington, 46
ing the past ten years has been $8,633,- ambitions of the
per cent in ChiJapanese both in respect cago, 25 per cent in Cincinnati,
353. The gain in real estate valuation
23 per
to Asia and the United States.
amounts to $8,041,084 and in personal
cent in Omaha, 28 per cent in Kansas
27
Of
and
the
valuation
35
cent
$1,085,524.
City,
in
property
A passing glance at the January cover
per
Minneapolis
subject to local taxation, real estate rep- of the National Magazine shows the New and St. Paul, 40 per cent in Milwaukee
and Detroit, 39 per cent in St.
resents, approximately 78 per cent, and Year’s impress. The avuncular
Louis, 64
genius
personal property 22 per cent. The fol- of America obeys the injunction regard- per cent in Mobile, 39 per cent in San
lowing table gives the local valuation by ing the correct treatment of coming and Francisco, 24 per cent in Seattle and 37
counties for 1908 and.1909, the valuation
cent in Denver.
departing guests, and with one hand Un- per
of the unincorporated townships not be- cle Sam welcomes the
The lower the grade of beef the greatcherubic young
er
included.
the percentage of gross profit. In
ing
New Year, while with the other he gent1908
1909
ushers out the Old Year, with a God- Boston, for illustration, the rate of gross
Androscoggin. $31,016,158 $31,840,632 ly
The frontispiece of the January profit is nearly twice as great for beef
Aroostook. 19,451,198
20,758,963 speed.
8 cents at wholesale as for beef
issue
is
a rare picture, never before
Cumberland. 86,034,465
pub- costing 11 and 11 1-2
88,617,608
cents. Low-priced
Franklin.
9,330,567
9,521,083 lished, showing the roadbed for the first costing
Hancock.
18,530,111
18,747,893 railway construction in the United beef is marked up nearly twice as much
Kennebec. 31,824,566
32,511,560 States. This roadbed is still in use and relatively as high-priced beef.
In other
Knox. 14,782,622
14,816.023 runs to
the only town in words, perhaps it is a safe inference that
Mass.,
Quincy,
Lincoln
7,726,499
7,898,824 the United
States, where two presidents the poor people pay nearly twice as much
Oxford. 15,568,664
15,797,843
of the nation have resided. In this issue profit as the well-to-do people pay.
Penobscot.. 41,513,526
41,028.322
The retailer’s delivery service is
costly,
7,207,224
7,450,922 j “Affairs at Washington” fairly tingles
Piscataquis.
the secretary says, and the re11,333,836
Sagadahoc
11,331,788 with news of acute “situations,” foreign however,
tail
business is overdone. The multipliSomerset. 15,433,168
15,981,088 and domestic.
cation of small shops is a burden to conWaldo. 10,014,711
10,054,733
There are attractive special features sumers and no source of riches to the
Washington. 12,669,506 12,700,306 !
York. 32,462,893
32,963,834 : in the Woman’s Home Companion for small shopkeepers.
When twenty or
A double page of pictures more small
January.
shops divide the retail busi.$364,898,714 $374,025,321 shows
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Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
1 persons interested by causing a copy of thi'flP”'
der to be published three weeks successively*
it The Republican Journal, a newspaper
publish *
e< I at Belfast, that they may appear at a Proban-*
C nut, to be held at Belfast, wxhin and tor said* i
0 unty, on the 11th day of January, A. I).
ai ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of saul petition *t
e; should not be granted.
^Kt
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge. *£
A true copy. Attest:
m11
Chas. P. Hazki.tink, Register.

taking
Bright’s
make the farmer a citizen of the world
Disease and Diabetes.
and it has provided him with means for
improving his soil and making it more
Clubbdnif Ofers. The following clubbing
productive.”
offers apply only to subscriptions paid in adThe most striking fact in the world’s
vance: and when payment is made it should be
agriculture, the Secretary says, is the
value of the corn crop for 1909, which is stated what premium, if any, is desired. It is
about $1,720,000,000.
It nearly equals also necessary to say that none of these publithe value of the clothing and personal cations are mailed with The Journal or from
adornments of 76,000,000 people, accord- this office. We have to pay for these publicaing to the census of 1900. The gold and tions one year in advance, and they are then
silver coin and bullion of the United
sent from their respective offices to our subStates are not of greater value. It has
scribers. Our clubbing offers are as follows
grown up from the soil and out of the air
in 120 days—$15,000,000 a day for one for one year’s subscription paid in advance:
and Home. .$2.00
crop, nearly enough for two Dread- The Journal and Farm
The Journal and Tribune Farmer—
2.25
noughts daily for peace or war. This The
Journal and McCall’s Magazine.2.10
crop exceeds in value the average of the The Journal and New Idea
Magazine.2.10
crops ot the hve preceding years by 36
We were notified November 5th that the
per cent.
publication of the Tri-Weekly Tribune has been
Cotton is now the second crop in value, discontinued.
and this year’s crop is easily the most
valuable one to the farmer that has been
Death of Carl Zerrahn.
produced. With cotton lint selling at 13.7
cents on the farm oir November 1st and
Carl Zerrahn, one of the most noted
with cottonseed selling for about $25 a musical conductors in this
country and
ton, the lint and seed of this crop are for more than 40 years leader of the
worth $850,000,000 to the farmer. No Handel &
Hayden Society of Boston,
cotton crop since 1873 has been sold by died December 28th at the home of his
farmers for so high a price a pound as son in Milton, Mass., after a month’s illthis one.
ness.
Mr. Zerrahn was born in Germany
Third in value is wheat, worth about in 1826 and came to this
country with a
at
the farm, and this largely band as a flute
$725,000,000
player. In addition to
exceeds all previous values. The Novem- his
leadership of the Handel & Hayden
ber farm price was almost an even dollar
Society, Mr. Zerrahn participated in
a bushel, a
which
has
not
been
price
the direction of two Boston Musical Jubiequalled since 1881. This is the third lees of 1869 and 1852. He also conducted
wheat crop in point of size, with 725,- other
organizations in Boston as well as
000,000 bushels.
the Worcester Festival, the Salem OraThe hay crop is valued at $665,000,000; torio
Society and the Choral societies in
oats at $400,000,000; potatoes at $212,- other cities and made
many tours to the
000,000 and tobacco at nearly $100,000,- Pacific coast. Two sons survive.
000.
Beet and cane sugar and molasses
and syrup from farm and factory, will
“I suffered habitually from constipation.
reach the total of about $95,000,000. The Doan’s Regulets relieved and strengthened the
so that they have been regular ever
bowels,
is
worth
barley crop
$88,000,000, flaxseed, $36,000,000, and 1,000,000,000 pounds since.”—A. E. Davis, grocer, Sulphur Springs,
Texas.
of rice, $25,000,000.
The production of all cereals combined
Opportunity.

HOSIERY.

on

a
o

Very large black hats are all the
rage at present for either day or
over 1908. It was the most prosevening, preferably for the latter, 000,000 of all
years for the farmer. The
perous
as they are now considered suitable value of his
products has nearly doubled prices.
Plumes
costume.
with a low-neck
in ten years. The report says: “Eleven
roiey s Money nemeuy wia cure any case
years of agriculture, beginning with a of kidney or bladder trouble that is not beyond
are essential, but much can be done
of $4,417,000,000 and ending the reach of medicine. It invigorates the enproduction
and
well
curled
boa
a
feather
with
with $8,760,000,000! A sum of $70,000,- tire system and strengthens the kidneys so
one or two medium-sized plumes. A 000,000 for the period!
It has paid off they eliminate the impurities from the blood.
Backache, rheumatism, kidney and bladder
gilt ornament generally placed at mortgages, it has established banks, it troubles
are all cured by this great medicine.
has made better homes, it has helped to
the back or side is a help out, and a
at once and avoid
Commence
slight mixture of white is sometimes
The size of hat-pins is posiseen.
tively alarming, and being for the
most part of rhinestone or steel, they
are.
appear larger than they really

Probate court beki at

1 »

for the County of Waldo,
Deoember, a. D. 1909.]

Rimmed Buttons

In the

bonds

v

I am prepared to make the ivory rimmed
buttons so popular for dress trimming, using
the black or colored rims, and solicit a share of
All orders promptly attended
your patronage.
to at my home at 15 North port avenue.
4wb
MAUD M. MATTHEWS.

i

j

they will

Pendleton-Hodgson.

!

February

edding Last Evening at Trinity Church
Was a Brilliant Social Event.
[Lewiston Sun, December 22nd.]
Jne of the leading social events of the
tire- season was the church wedding
ich took place last evening, Florence
mt Hodgson, the daughter of Mr. and
s. Robert T. Hodgson of this city, belling the wife of Dr. Irving Erskine
idleton at that time. The marriage
emom occurred in Trinity Church at
ht o’clock, and every seat was taken.
? room itself was made attractive with
es of tir wound about the posts, the
j;,t. and festooned across from the
The fir was used at the windows,
:'s.
altar was banked with palms, ferns
In front of the altar,
I white pinks.
r the white satin cushions
upon which
bridal couple kneeled, was a large
tiling bell of white carnations.
the bridal party were the maid of
or, Miss Gladys W. Newell, of this
b and a student at Smith College, the
bridesmaids, Miss Florence E. Estes
Auburn, Miss Mary Hurd and Miss
a Golderman of
Beverly, Mass., Miss
guerite Ricker of Poland Springs
s Bessie L.
Templeton of Lewiston
Miss Bessie Lugrin of Boston. The
man was Dr.
Sidney Sargent of
nkline, Mass., the ushers, Dana
ch of Dorchester,
Mass., Robert
Hodgson, Jr., of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
1 Howe of Brunswick, Dana WillEsq., John Googin and Edward
The ribbon girls
no of Lewiston.
the Misses Dorothy Newell, Helen
rley, Edith Estes and Madeline

I

t

pastor

The

jmer.

u-nnnTXTC

it-¥ ■ i**i

was

the Rev. I.

GPDP1HAVV

the vested choir of the
ing the Wedding March from
with accompaniment by
IV ttengill, organist, the wedThe four
; entered the church.
Is, all in white first appeared,
?m passing to the front of the
hiji the other two remained in
■,’rus forming an aisle with the
ubt";. through which the reas

the puny passed. The six
follow.' ! bv the bridesmaids,
gowneii alike in white messatuni. skirts, and waists and
Pink
ipc ; with white chiffon.
■utlincd the lace yokes and the
These gowns were
e sleeves.
ngth and each maiden carried
of pink Kiilarney roses. The
mo" came next and she wore
nieteor with jeweled trimer skirt was cut with a
sweep
r:icd white Kiilarney roses,
il as were these maids, it was
e, who followed upon the arm
her, that all eyes turned. A
harming young woman at all
bride she was all that be de■r gown was of white satin
with train. Pearl ornaments
as trimmings, and the
yoke
■alescent lace.
The wedding
.ught in place with sprays of
and the brooch of diamonds
the gift of the groom.
She
arm shower of lilies of the
r.

i'lock,

the remainder of the party
oup, and the single ring seru.-ed. the bride being given
far

party turned to pass out,
Wedding March was playorganist. The bridesmaids

ridai

■uquets of

to form an
which the bride and groom
he. stepped down from the

'■

roses

many beautifully gowned
s
the guests, and the scene
V to be remembered.
igsqn, the oride’s mother
ot light blue crepe Francis,
messaline, the waist being
4
Marquisette and trimmed
lament of bronze studded with
She carried English violets.
■

THE

LUNCHEON,

reception,

but a luncheon

e'4 Bates street,

•r

■

followed,

the bridal party and the
lusts only.
In the dining
rations were of pink and
ing the bride’s favorite
■

■board

was

street.

—~“"ir
return to Lewiston, end sfu
1, will be st home at 123 Pii

>RTH lAt.VC&RORO.

DEATH OF REV. S. L. HANSCOM.
A Former Pastor of the M. E. Churd
Belfast.

Mars Hill, December 29.

■

■

■

rti

and
Pepperhill
Mr. and

Laconia
city;
Mrs. Robert
Brookline, Mr. and Mrs. Hiram
Poland Springs; Mr. and Mrs.
ugee, of Woonsocket, R, I.;
ik I. Pendleton, the father
of
and Miss Harriet Erskine of
Mrs Dana Dutch of Dorches-

at

Mts.
M clSS.

■■

HTIFUL
s

of

WEDDING GIF’TS.

were

he
e

Sidney Sargent

arranged in the billiard
third door, and
surely no
season has received a
larger

va|uable
amlitUli?-n.more
The William Tell

as-

Club, of
bride s father is a
member,and
tes agent of the
Continental
e
practically furnished the

with mahogany
givett”?Jn£
clock is the gift of
of the Conml al
( hecks anti pieces of
the l
gold
If a
n
lunting to about one thousand

Z'iti

room

h'j ^l!l

Vh,e t!;easurer

re

'"eluded

homo to spond
ristmaa....Mr. Andrew Nelson came home
came

Rev. Sy |# ,|i»RRILL.

two years.

Sylvanus L. Hanscom was born in Eai t
Machias, January 3, 1845, the son c £
Luther and Mary Hanscom. He enlisl
ed from that town in Co. F., First Main e
Cavalry, near the close of the war. H B

school in No. 8 closed this week on ac*
a case of
diphtheria.Mrs. Cora
i inney went to Boston last Monday for a
#rt visit.Misses Phebe and Florence
Cross returned to Gorham Normal school last
y <nday and Miss Joanna and Hugh Simmons
Higgins Classical Institute.Mrs. Ernest
t wnsend is still a great sufferer, and is cared
for by a trained nurse from Portland,
’he

Cljnt of

.lARSMONT.

Milbury Hunt attended the State Grange in
pangor as a delegate.Mr. and Mrs. L. S.
binson of Rockland were guests of the
was ordained to the ministry in 1868 an "
Misses McFarland December 28th and 29th.
began his life work, as pastor of the M
Mrs. George B. Dyer of Belfast attended the
E. church at Deer Isle. He became on
! of the most successful and prominer l indicatory services at the M. E. chureh and
i members of the East Maine
Conferenc g was the guest of Mrs. S. S. Bean December
j and served in succession in Cutler, Lube! :’Sth and 29th.Cyprian Bryant left Janu; Vassalboro, Clinton, Newcastle, Boot! ary 1st for Portland for treatment of his ear.

j

| bay Harbor, Thomaston and Belfast. H
! went to Birmingham, Ala., for a
ye* f

'*

■

after spending a fow, days with Baa.
and Mrs. Albert Peirce... J. Edmond Battiaa,
U. of B., '10, la • ponding hia vacation with hia
parents, Hr. and Mia. Jamea Battiaa.

The News of Brooks.
Rev. J. W. Vaughan of Belfast

——-

(KNTKR MONTVILL.B.

and upon his return to Maine was ai
Miss Miriam Bartlett returned to Newton
pointed to the pastorate of the church } i Center, Mass., last Saturday. She was accomBar Harbor, where he served eight
years panied by Mrs. Volney Thompson as far as Boshi- last charge.
ton. Mrs. Thompson will spend a month with
In all the fields where he labored he i
well remembered and the news of hi ^ her daughter,Mrs. Winfield’Lunt.... Miss Viola
death will be received with profound re Twitchell, who has been ill for sometime, passgret by thousands of his former parish d away last week. The funeral services were
ioners.
Both in and out of the pulpit h held Saturday... Miss Mary Mason has returnendeared himself to his people whereve ed to her school in Newton
Center, Mass....
he was. As a preacher he was
eloquent Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Boulter passed Christmas
<earnest and
-and
as a paste
convincing,
with Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Morse_Mrs. Lizalways thoughtful and untiring in the in
terests of the community where he la zie Bartlett and James H. Bartlett dined with
bored. He had high ideals of good citi Mr. and Mrs. J. O. Bartlett Christmas day.
zenship and was an ardent temperanr
tji nr. ii
i.
advocate and believer in prohibition. H
Miss Frank Ayer of Providence, R. I., spent
was also a friend of the
ma
laboring
and interested in the problems of lab<
Christmas at her home in this place.This
community was saddened Tuesday morning by
In 1902 Mr. Hanscom’s sense of dur the sudden death of Mrs. G. N. Stevens. She
led him to participate in one of the mo;
will be greatly missed throughout the town,
memorable chapters in the history o
and especially in the Baptist church, where
Hancock county politics when he
plung
into a canvass for sheriff on a prohibit!- she was an active worker. An obituary is
ticket, making a triangular contest wit given in another column._Miss Lottie Laythe nominees of the regular parties. M ton and Mrs. Percy Boynton of Augusta were
Hanscom made an aggressive and earne; in town last week, called here by the death of
campaign of three weeks, making man their aunt, Mrs. G. N. Stevens.Donald G.
speeches and entering into the canvas; Walker of New York spent Christmas with his
with much zeal. He said, in defining hi;
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Walker_The Sunposition, that he had been unable to obtr
day school received their usual gift of books
a definite statement from Sheriff
i
Howa:
F. Whitcomb, .the Republican candidate from Mrs. Daniel Low of Salem. Mr. G. N.
for re-election, as to whether Mr. Wh
Stevens, to w’hom the books are sent, and who
comb intended, to adhere to the
is Mrs. Low’s brother, also holds a gift of
Repul
can platform adopted in
the Portlad money from the same source, to be spent at
convention demanding a faithful ami the discretion of Mr.
Stevens, acting in conimpartial enforcement of the prohibit- :v junction with the Sunday school. This annual
law.
of books from Mrs. Low is much appreThe vote for sheriff showed on the face gift
of the returns a plurality of 72 for Whit- ciated by the people of the town as well as by
comb, while Mr. Hanscom claimed to be the Sunday school, as they are books of the
elected by about 200 plurality, alleging day that all are anxious to read.Mrs. Howthat many returns thrown out as def f- ard Staples was in town for a few days last
tive were intended for him; also that the week.
returns from two wards in Ellswo th
were illegal and should be thrown .tit.
SWANVILLE CENTER.
Mr. Hanscom made a hard fight, t iCharles Nickerson has taken a contract to
testing the election, retaining ex-Juige make
20,000 barrels and a crew began building
Enoch Foster and O. H. Hersey of P rtThis means
land as counsel. The counsel exami ed a large cooper shop Monday.
the returns before the governor .'id steady employment for quite a few men....
council, claiming that ballots were cast Mr. and Mrs. Everett Nickerson of Belfast
intended for Mr. Hanscom that would spent New Year’s with their son Martin....
have given him a plurality of 381 votes. Mrs. Blanche Curtis of Dixmont is
with, her
The governor and council declined to
niece, Mrs. Lew Murphy_Mrs. Hattie Philgrant the petition to issue election palips returned from Unity and spent the weekpers to Mr. Hanscom and Howard F.
end with Mrs. Helen Cummins... .Alfred MadWhitcomb was declared elected.
Mr. Hanscom is survived by four sons, docks is in Brooks at the home of his brother.
all in the ministry: Rev. Warren A. Hans- -Charles Riley and son of Monroe have
com of Castine, Rev. Albert H. Hanscom started their wood saw_Mr. and Mrs. Will
of Houlton, Rev. Benjamin D. Hanscom Rand
spent New Year’s with his sister, Mrs
of Mars Hill and Rev. Frank 1. Hanscom Watson
Robertson-Elbridge Greeley has
of Creston, Iowa.
not been as well the past week_Mrs. MargaThe funeral was held in hte Methodist
church in Houlton at 2 p. m. Friday and ret Smart has settled up her business here and
returned to California-Mrs. Mary F. Nickintprmonf will
in tl-io -familvr
in
erson was called to Bradford last week
Belfast.
by the
illness of her mother, who suffered a stroke of
paralysis-Mrs. Isaac McKeen is having an
MAINE NEWS ITEMS.
attack of the shingles, but is somewhat better.
The sheriff of Kennebec county has -Elijah Moore is moving his family to Belturned over to the treasurer during the fast.
Mrs. A. E. Nickerson went to DorchesThe bulk of this ter, Mass., last Friday to attend the
year 1909 $10,138.88.
wedding
sum consists of liquor fines and costs.
of a friend and will visit
>

her brother in New
York before returning home.
Mrs. Garrie
Cunningham is housekeeper during her absence.

Thursday.

Repairs are being made on our schoolhouse,
which was damaged by fire on the roof December 22nd. A spark from the chimney
lodging
on the dry shingles was the cause of the
fire,
which was well under way when discovered,
but telephoning in all directions and ringing
the church bell soon got a crowd of* men,

was

T46C-6

sister,

Chesterton, Gilbert Keith.
George Bernsrd Shsw. 1909..

B2sh

Mrs. L. A. Bachelder.who was so active in the
Btore in the holidays, has been sick in bed for
the past week and is under the care of Dr. A.
E. Kilgore.
Mrs. Albert Pomeroy of Unity was in town
last week visiting her cousin, Miss Arline Estes.
She lived in this village with her parents when
she was a little girl.
Miss Grace? H. Bolton of Bangor has been
spending a few weeks here with the family of
her uncle, Wm. H. Roife. She used to spend
her vacations here when a child.
B. F. Harding and wife returned to Billerica
Saturday afternoon, as Mr. Harding, who is
principal of the High school there, had to be
back in his school Monday morning.
Miss Bachelder of Lowell, Mass., has been
visiting the family of her uncle, James B. Dow,
at the Holbrook Farm. She is an agreeable
we are

pleased to make her

ac-

Mrs. H. A. Tweedie of Thorndike was in
last Friday and made the round of our
stores. There is a chance here now to select
different articles of merchandise in a way
satisfactory to the buyer. We have the goods
and we can sell them right.
town

U

»»

,

\
'9_^

tn

real estate of non-resident
10 - f»collection f“

sr,ttod

V UM RKFf

for the

Kelfaat

pr

Churches.

Photography
1908

for young

people.

... ..

770 J 4

Ff ??ii’

Ames, E. J. and W.

Johnson, Clifton.
The

picturesque

Hudson. 1909.... T74.7J6
Knight, Edward Frederick.
The awakening of Turkey; a history of the Turkish revolution.
1909 ....949.6 K 74

Boardman
w E.Land
P
Board man, W.

Lucas, Edwardtyerrall.

Edmmster, Winfield S.Land and

\

Lot

?

on E. side of lane between lots 34
and 35. f
on E. side of
Northport ave., formerly
knownias Spring farm and Carter
1
place....
Bruce
Toaenh
nBruce, Joseph W.Lot and house on W. side of Cedar St 3rd
W.

50

1

42

buiidings

n

Art in theory. An introduction to
the study of comparative aesthetics. 1909.
701 R-l
Dante and collected verse.811 R 21-3
The essentials of aesthetics in mu-

34

51

1971

57 nn
00

5

18

4-75

50

1520

og

5_qo

oo on

1

^

5

32

38 00

3

3°

“

95

16
32

2^

High St. 2
on N. E. corner of
High and

Lot and house

Patterson,

ture as representative arts.
Poetry as a representative art....
Proportion and harmony of line
and color in painting, sculpture

701

R-4
701 R-3

QVionr

and architecture.
The representative significance of

701 R-7

heirs.Landing the^N"W.'coroe'r
K.LancTon N.'side

0. B,

Patterson,

A.

ui 30 in 3rd

of

^or'e'ro'ad.

ofSeamport
W.
of lane between lots 16 and 17. 1
on N- side of Patterson
Y™*
road.
1
Small, John M....Lot and house on N. side of Vina
St., 3rd W.
™

IJUU

qk
95
28
50
“'50

11700

“•Annie.1

701 R-8
701 R-6

1-4
18?
*

a
3

Melvin.Land’a^d^ou^'o" S^portThore'road;

and architecture.
The genesis of art-form.
.Painting, sculpture and architec-

* 5™

19 00

„„„„

sic, poetry, painting, sculpture

5

®

»

known as the Phoenix
House and stable
1
35
Land and buildings on road from
43-45
Gurney’s to
“oor 8 Mills, 2nd E. of schoolhouse.
3 47-56
ou
Freeman, Sherman.Land on W. side of Northport ave. and N. side
1
5°
Gilmore,
be™

•Raymond, George Lansing.

form.

uiiernoor^p

.LSandJrse^Rsideof Patternon™^ ^

A wanderer in Paris. 1909.T 44.3 L 9

Rhythm and harmony in poetry

•Aauay
**■

of
Estate.
at terminus of by-road f ommunion W

®efcriPtion
a and
H.Land
house
n

w

.J*nd

10

4 75

Whitten, Georgia

2

18

i

5'7°

Whittier,

1

33

*

38
143

Ezra

A.Lof2ndKon Robw'road from iane betwwn
B.Landto^nd’ed f an'd w! by line'of'Lot'ffi' n'

by Mathews’and E. by Crosby’s land...’.... 3
Land on W. side of
roaS
701 R-2
3
Whittier, Emma F.Land being the S. E.Bangor
corner of Lot 26, in 2nd

25

12i

28

lfi

2

26

6

D,v

.

.48

JOHN S. DAVIDSON,
Collector of Taxes tor the City of Belfast for the
year 1909,

!

Belfast, Maine, December 22, 1909.—3w51

i
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special v*8**
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The Tribune

_r

One *ear’
One Year,

;nal,

2.00

FREEDOM.

Republican

Mrs. Will Sampson and her daughter Catharine, and son Johnnie from Bath visited Mrs.
Charles Sampson the past week.

Asking

JUVENILE BOOKS.
Burleigh, Clarence B.
The Kenton pines; pr, Raymond
Benson in college. 1907. J-B 92-5
Wheeler, James Cooper.
Captain Pete of Puget Sound. 1909. J-W 562

MEYSHONET^TAR
for

childrens safe,

A’o

tare.

Established 1857.

Worms

Hundreds of childreti and ackilts n are worms,
but are treated for other diseases. The symptoms are :—indigestion, fo ll tongue, offensive
breath, sense of fullness, eyes dull and heavy,
itching of the nose, grinding of the teeth, slow
fever and often, in children, convulsions.

’S Elixir

Established 1S61
Is the best worm remedy made. Purely vegetable. Where no worms are present,acts as
a tonic to correct stomach and bowels. Sure
relief for constipation and biliousness. Ask
your druggist for True’s Elixir.
“Keeps you and your children well.”
a Be., 60e., SI.00
OR. J. r. TRUE * CO., Auburn, Ms.

Home

PITTSFIELD PERSONALS.

...

Charles Smith of Troy
on business.

was

Telephone Connection.
SIMMONS,

in town

yesterday

Howard Ricker has bought a farm in
Burnham and is moving this week.
Arnold Dodge has returned from an
over Christmas visit at the home of his'
Dr. and Mrs. M. T. Dodge of

parents,

Prof, and Mrs. Eugene Foster passed
Christmas in Troy at the home of Mrs.
Foster’s parents, Rev. and Mrs. J. C.
Lamb.
A. B. Rice has sold the J. A. Tweedie
property in Thorndike to R. W. Betts of
Hodgdon, Maine. This is considered the
best farm in Waldo county.—Pittsfield
Advertiser.

MAINE.
1

__

_

On and after October 4, 1909, trains connecting at Burnham and Waterville with through
trains for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and Boston will run as follows:
FROM

A.M.

lE'D.
D.

w

_

15
27
39
45
7 53
8 15
8 39
8 48
11 35
8 54
11 50

330
316
P.M.
700

Waterville.

Bangor.
Benton.
Clinton.

you un- Burnham, depart.

Coal that

has been carefullv selected—
with this point in view—to give
the utmost satisfaction

coal and honest weight. Yes,
the right time to buy is now and

Unity.

Thorndike....._....
Knox.
Brooks.
Waldo.

Swan &

Sibley Co.

A.M.

3
4
4
4
6
6
6
6
9

Leave Belfast 2.00 p. m. Mondays and Thursdays for Camden, Rockland and Boston.
For Searsport, Bueksport, and
Winterport at
7.1o a.

59

05
13
35
07

m„ or on arrival of steamer from Boston, Wednesdays and Saturdays.
UKTUKNINO
Steamers leave Boston Tuesdays and Fri-

16
10

days

22

at 5.00 p.

m.

Leave Rockland

30

at 5.15
Boston.

-■

a.

m.,

6 55
7 00
7 02

713
8 35
8 54
9 02
t9 10
9 25
f9 35

'111 HI
■ | |i 11
i 1: n

Wednesdays

or on

and Saturdays
arrival of steamer from

FRED W. POTE, Agent,
Belfast. Maine.

A.M.

900i
s
7 00

12 55

50

4 15
12 25

\ A.M.

limillk
■

NEW TURBINE STEEL STEAMER
BELFAST.

13 25
t3 35
3 47

9

t9 56
10 05
10 20

10 45
1100
*11 10
11 30
*11 40
til 60

II55

j

DRESSMAKING.
I

4 22
4 33
4 50
5 09
6 17 1
*5 25
6 40 I

prepared

am

t5 60
16 00
6 05

Second-hand
Kd°ds of every de-

lure, bedding, caretc.
II pets, stoves,
M | f-| ■
Antique furniture
a specialty. If you
■ ■ <■
■ ■ * ■ ■ ■ mJmW have anythlug to
sell drop me a
postal card
you will receive a prompt call.
WALTER B. COOMBS,
Cross nd Federal

to do

fancy work. Children’s

dressmaking
work

a

and

specialty.

MRS. INEZ CHASE,

j

Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
$5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Northwest, via all routes for sale by L. J. Sanborn
Agent. Belfast.
F. E. BOOTHBY, General Passenger Agent.
MORRIS MCDONALD,
Vice President & General Manager,
Portland, Maine.

|
the right place, here, assuredly. ■ ■T I
111
Ifll
li
ls; <T

THE

P.M.
3 20

4S

Citypoint. *9 46
Belfast, arrive. 3 60
tFlag station.
to our

customers and to all other people of discernment. Good clean

3 15
2 12
4 50
800
92g

u.

Portland. 10 35

usually good coal.

P. M.
12 15
tl2 20
*12 30
12 42
tl2 54
1 00
1 08
1 30
1 54

BELFAST

iE‘D.

J

REDUCED WINTER FARES —$2.25 BETWEEN BELFAST AND BOSTON.

BELFAST.

Belfast, depart. 7 00
Citypoint. t7 05

Boston
Boston,

offer

EasiiM Steamship Co.

Haiue Central R. R.

TO

we can

SOUTHWOR2H, Treasurer.

BELFAST,

Boston
Boston,

NOW

President.
RALPH D.

Waterville.
Portland.

because

*

FIRST-CLASS TEAMS FURNISHED NiGHI AND DAY

Unity.

>s now.

'<#

Phoenix House Stable, High Street.

Burnham, arrive.
Clinton.
Benton..

buy COAL

Livery Co.,

Transient Stable.

..

to

1899.

Livery, Sale and

I

Waldo .*7
Brooks
7
Knox. *7
Thorndike. 7

The mother of little six-year-old Mary

mandments!”—From Woman’s
Companion for January.

Incorporated

Belfast

V. A.

had told her a number of times not to
hitch her sled to passing sleighs, feeling
that it was a dangerous practice.
It was
such a fascinating sport, however, that
could
not
resist
Mary
it, and one day her
mother saw her go skimming past the
house behind a farmer’s “bobs.”
When she came in from play she was
taken to task, her mother saying se-

you must not hitch onto bobs?
Besides,
you know it is against the law.”
Mary tossed her head. “Oh,” she
said, “don’t talk to me about the law.
It’s all I can do to keep the Ten. Com-

Co.,

1

Bangor.

you that

Pub.

optatee

Too Much.

verely, “Mary, haven’t I told

Journal

BELFAST, MAINE.

past

Mr. D. R. McGray had a bad attack of indigestion last Friday night. Dr. A. M. Small
was called and soon relieved him.

and

ttailliiiKftt

Of

Jenks, Tudor.

and musie.
701 R-6
Obituary. The body of Mrs. Mary F. LeathSangster, Margaret Elizabeth.
ers was brought to Brooks for burial last SatAn autobiography, from my youth
urday, and the interment was in the new cemeB-Sa 5
up. 1909
tery in the family lot beside her Jmsband, a Symonds, John Addington.
soldier of the Civil war, who died soon after
Sketches and studies in Italy and
his return from the army. She was born in
Greece. 3 vols. 1907. T 45 Sy-2
Brooks, February 10, 1837, the daughter of
Woolman, John.
Isaiah and Polly Forbes. In June, 1860, she
The journal of John Woolman, with
was married to
Silas B. Leathers, and one
introduction by J. G. Whittier.
daughter, Mrs. B. F. Harding, was bom to
1909.
B-W 8
them. After the death of her husband she
found employment in Lowell, Mass., and her
FICTION.
daughter Inez was placed in the care of Mrs.
James Lane.
Allen,
Elizabeth W. Dow of Brooks until she was of
The bride of the mistletoe. “Tells
age to take a course of study in the city
the history of the Christmas emschools. She also left two grandchildren, C.
blems, and depicts a tragic phase
R. Harding of Boston and Mrs. Geo. E. Bryant
of married life in the symbolism
of Freedom, and one great grandchild, Master
of the mistletoe. 1909.
A1 5-9
Harding P. Bryant. For some years Mrs.
Leathers had a home in Troy with her sister, Bindloss, Harold.
Alton of Somasco. A romance of
Margaret Parsons, but last fall she went to
the great Northwest. 1906.
B 512-9
Billerica, Mass., to be with her daughter, and
The cattle-baron’s daughter. 1906. B 512-10
died there from a cancer. Mrs. Leathers was
Chambers, Robert William.
a fine scholar and in her younger years of deThe danger mark.
Pictures the
cided literary tastes, and had written for the
evils and excitement of fashionpress from time to time during her life. She
able society in New York. 1969.
C 35-10
was a member of the Free Baptist church and
faithful to her convictions of duty. The fu- Crawford, Francis Marion.
Stradella. The story of a runaway
neral wras held in Billerica and there were no
marriage of a musician and a Veservices in Brooks, but old acquaintances were
netian girl of noble family. 1909.
C 85-40
at the station to meet the funeral party and
McNeil. (Sidney
attend them to the grave. Beautiful wreaths Fenollosa, Mary
McCall).
of flowers were placed upon the grave, some
Red Horse Hill. An exposition of
elegant ones from relatives in Augusta. Her
the evils of child labor in southbrother, Francis M. Forbes of Brooks, and her
ern cotton mills. 1909.
F 36-4
sister, Mrs. Louisa Cilley of Augusta, are all
that remain of the large Forbes family here Jerome, Jerome K.
They and I. The domestic adventy etai a agu.
ures of a literary man. 1909.
827 J 4-6
Orcutt, William Dana.
The spell. A story of Italy. 1909..
Or 13
Phelps, Elizabeth Stuart.
The church Circle met with Mrs. G. E. BryTKe oath of allegiance and other
ant December 30th.
stories. 1909.
P 51-17
Mrs. Bert McDonald has bought Mr. William Reed, Myrtle.
Keen’s farm near Beaver Hill.
Old rose and silver. The nicknames
ofN the two heroines furnish the
Lawyer Dunton from Belfast was in the viltitle of the story of which music
lage on business December 27th.
is the principal theme. 1909.
R 25-5
Mr. Fox and son fxttn Pittsfield are visiting
Richmond, Grace S.
his daughter, Mrs. Edmund Murch.
A court of inquiry.
Character
The Freedom meat market recently put in a
sketches of girls entertained at
large supply of fish, both salt and fresh.
a country house.
1909.
R 41-3
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Howard from Belfast callWeikel, Anna Hamlin.
ed on Mrs. Martha Voce December 28th.
Betty Baird’s golden year. A love
Mr. George E. Bryant has gone to Billerica,
W 42
story.
Mass., called there by the illness of his grand- Wright, Harold Bell.
mother.
The calling of Dan Matthews. The
experience of an unworldly young
Parker Cooper from the University of Maine,
minister in a small town in the
Orono, was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Reuben
Middle West. 1909. W 928-2
the
week.

After January 12th the meat market and the
hardware store will be closed on Wednesday
boys together, and all went to work and Friday
evening of each week.
with a will lugging water in pails from the
at the present time 902.
Mr. Perley Cross, who is attending the comand
in
about
half
an
river,
hour the fire was
The December term of the law court under control. Schools were in session at the mercial college in Lewiston, is passing his vacation with his uncle, D. W. Dodge.
at Augusta was finally adjourned at time. There has been a
delay of several days
noon last Thursday after being in ses- in
work on the house, awaiting the
Mr. James Libby recently bought three
beginning
| sion 19 days, making it the lon-est De|: cember term of the law court ver held arrival of the agent of the company from horses—a very fine matched span of greys and
Boston, who assessed the damage to the build- a splendid dark brown carriage horse.
in Augusta.
I
ing, allowing $255 for repairs. The damage
Freedom Academy opened December 28th
No longer will the keepers of the lightto the schoolrooms was mostly caused by water with
Miss Edna Osgood
many new students.
houses along the Maine coast have to dewhich was used in large quantities, the roof takes the
place of Miss Tinkham, who resignpend upon stoves to furnish heat for their
Now hot watef hi nting sys- being on fire in several places.Mrs. Helen ed at the close of the fall term.
dwellings.
tems are taking their place, to the im- Sherman, who has been very ill with Brights
The church Circle will observe gentlemen’s
; mense delight of the lignt-kouse keepers. disease for several weeks, is no better, and no
night in the dormatory Friday evening Januhope is entertained of her recovery. Her ary 7th. Each lady is expected to bring a genA suit for $1,000 has been brought
by
j
I F. F. Prince of Auburn against the East- daughter Grace, who was called from Boston
ern Steamship Co. as the result of the two weeks ago, returned Friday.. .Mr. O. Cook sugar and cream will be furnished by the Circle.
running down of Mr. Prince’s motor boat Richardson is recovering from a slight shock
Kev. Warren Morse, pastor of the First Conon the Kennebec river below Bath last sustained two weeks
H.
ago.George
Page
church in Brewer, preached at the
September. The suit will soon be heard returned Friday from a visit of ten days with gregational
church Sunday morning, January 2nd.
In an
in the United States court. Williamson
his daughter, Mrs. Georgia Ripley, in Bath...
able sermon from the text “The’'iove of Christ
& Burleigh of Augusta are attorneys for
constraineth
us”
2
Cor.
Mr.
Morse
Mrs. Sarah E. Robbins was initiated at the last
5:14,
pleadMr. Prince.
ed for a larger place in the churches for this
meeting of Golden Rod Rebekah Lodge. Sup- love. At the close
a communion service was
There was a banquet December 31st to
was served by the male members of the
held and largely attended. Miss Gertrude
the officers of the 1st regt. national per
lodge, and oyster stew was the chief feature. Grant was voted into fellowship. We should
guard of Maine at the West End hotel, The
election of officers took place the same be pleased to hear Mr. Morse again.
women

I

Notice

NEW BOOKS, DECEMBER, 1909.
Calvart, Albert Frederick.
leMbBuifae end 8eluiaaea; a his-

in town

#

young lady and
quaintance.

Belfast Free Library.

torical end deeeriptive account.
462 illustration*. 1908..

Mrs. Barden of Carmel is visiting her
Mrs. H. L. Peavey.

Sibley

APPLKTOS.

among the gifts.
it glass,
china, silver in large
buKc !. table linen, a
Cluny lace table Portland, and at midnight tiie regiment
v"r service, silver
coffee urn, ceased to exist, the colors being struck evening. There will be degree work at the
.. iiel
■.mb.
.rmshings, and many beautiful and the new ones of the coast artillery next meeting-Rev. Alex. Douglass was not
the
ire unions the
gifts.
reserve corps were brought forward and able to preach at the regular Sunday
morning
*
is a large oil
'and ’Jtir.-t
paint- I saluted.
service owing to sickness.
.11' !"etures
ate lo
ship commanded by Capt.
The shoe shipments from Auburn for
i, the
*-• iv/iii nr wn i.
groom’s father.
This I the
tlx Nancy
year 1909 show a substantial increase
give
Mrs. Charles Reed passed away early Sunday
named
Pendleton,
over
last
the
8 " ife.
year,
figures being 302,161
The painting is
in sa
li;t;‘!n
morning, December 26th, after an illness of
and
for
nm.-h
an
increase
ot
285,786
190b,
noted marine painter f01^1909
iy ail
of 75,375 cases. The shipments for 1909 nearly four years. Funeral services, conducted
* Rlft
hiKhly Prized were
e °i“
j
itr>'S
Rev. John Moseley, were held in the (Conthe
for
10
largest
years, with the by
Pendleton.
let lie J Mrs..
s gift to the
-.ON.
maid of hnnn i exception of 1906-7. During the year gregational church Tuesday; interment was in
Sf‘twitn a small diamond and i 1909 there were shipped into the city 9,Hampden- The drama, Timpanites, given
,K* 1
1)49,333 pounds of leather.
r° her bridesmaids she
by the Knights of Pythias Wednesday evening,
gave
cll'c]ets of pearls, and the
December 29th, was attended by a large crowd,
e he!
cemb ,s she presented with Duchess
W’en I Gits Home.
many coming from the surrounding towns, and
u the
was greatly enjoyed by all.' The
play was folIt’s moughty tiahsome layin’ ’roun’
Save to the best man a
['and' >om
lowed by a supper and dance, with music by
Dis
sorrer-laden
set
with an opal, and to the
groun’,
rate f<
Batchelder’s orchestra..Hayward Peirce,
An’ oftentimes I
thinks I,
gave gold scarf pins set with
’Twould be
des tb die,
2nd, who is a student at Phillips academy at
e giv<
An’ go
Andover, Mass., is at home for a short vacaNOTES,
insaid
Home whaih de
tion.
Mrs. Margaret Stokell of Winterport
tiend
who
is
the daughter
“We’ve
idleton,
is visiting her sister, Mrs. Peirce Laffin.
11
Mrs
Come
Robert
J.
use, if
Hodgson, Mr.
You
Phillip O. Peirce has returned to Boston after
“emg the paymaster at the
}"“*»
a visit of a few days at the home of
»hoN, d Mills, is a
Hayward
of
graduate
Bates
the class of 1904, and since
Peirce.James F. Hurley went to Montreal
me. R<
to spend the holidays with his daughter Alice,
-successfully taught mathethe high school at
who is attending the Villa Marie boarding
Beverly,
ctrs.
That she is now to again
Til
school.Miss Mary Leonard has left for BosI M
luime in Lewiston is a source
vw
ton,where she has accepted a position as teachto many
friends, as she is
er in the public schools..... Miss Elsie Clark
ht after
socially. Dr. Pendleof Belfast is spending a few days with her sisthe son of Captain and Mrs.
lvoiy
runmiri
ter, Mrs. John Tait.... .John C. Carr is at home
endleton, spent his early years
He is a graduate of Tufts
from Bowdoin college for the Christmas vacamotly /
ef?e ln the class of 1903, and
tion... .Miss Margaret W. Peirce has returned
avenui
to Portland to resume her studies at the
4ATT1 lrne he has practiced dentistcity, having succeeded Dr.
Wayneflete school,after spending a short vacae> who went to Massachusetts,
tion at her home.....Misses Charlotte and
wedding trip of two weeks
jane Roberts have returned to their home in
ON,.

1

Bangor

spend Now Year’s day ...Capt Wellington
Ccombs is at homa for a short visit.

vanusL. Hanscom, one of the best know I
Methodist clergyman in Maine, retire! ft
after 44 years in the ministry, died lai
!*
night at the home of his son, Rev. B. I *
Hanscom, in this village. Death cam
suddenly from paralysis, Mr. Hanscoi U
having sustained two previous attacki ^
and been in impaired health for the pas t

The Maine Central R. R. Co. will exwith pink carnations,
er.terpi, ■ce on the table was a i pend $40,000 or $50,000 in improving the
pink Kiilarney roies. Broad coal docks at High Head, Bangor, and
s eytended from the
chande-j will extend the block signal system from
r
corners of the table. T Old Town to Vaneeboro.
'. and the four ribbon
girls
The total valuation of Maine cities,
In the double par- !
g.
towns and plantations, as found by the
utions were used,
local assessors, shows a total abo'.e$374,went up-stairs she threw i
and an increase of more than
iilies down to the guests 000,000
j ‘000‘6$ 00 over the year before.
nr of town
Dr. Bigelow T. Sanborn, superintendguests, whose
n- t
already been mentioned, i ent of the Maine insane hospital, in his
"
; '"Ira, Robert McArthur of; annual report, says that at the beginning
d
McArthur being the of the year there were 842 patients, and
•'

'apt. Simmons Moody

...

banked with !

■

I

County Correspondence.

Corner Main and Bridge Streets.

Dr. John Stevens,
MIXER BLOCK, MAIN STREET.

SPECIALTY—Diseases

of the

Ear. Throat and Nose.

Eye,
25t(

S. W. Johnson, M.D.
OFFICE NO. 2, ODD FELLOWS' BLOCK.
Office honrs every afternoon from 1 to 4.
Evening* I shall be at my residence, 23
Court Street, to answer calls.
Office
House

telephone call, 256, ring 11.
telephone call, 32 ring 22.

■o-

timer, Piwu Palmer, Dorothy Palm«r, Pret*
>tt Palmer, Fannie Palmer, Elizabeth Palmer,
iarwood Palmer, Davie Palmer, Rebecca Pahnand William
r, Fuller Palmer, Mary E. Palmer
tl
i. Palmer, making thirteen in all.
A bold attempt was made Sunday evening
Well
bout 8 o’clock by some one or parties unknown
o burn the house of the late Samuel C. George
n Nicholas street.
Quite a bundle of spoolThursday for East havings and spool-blocks were placed in the
spend the winter. s outheast corner of the building and a match
Ellsworth is the
pplied and the fire was soon burning briskly,
'he fire was discovered by Capt. Wilson N.
on Main
o!
Eno,
guest
Vest and mail carrier Frederick Nichols, who
street.
■xtinguished it without giving an alarm.
Mrs.
lay for Boston to
Capt. Leroy McKown of the ill-fated schoonvisit her
iployed there as a
>r Davis Palmer, who lost his life in the great)
painter.
lortheast gale of December 26th in Broad
are receiving
Mr. and
Sound, at the entrance of Boston harbor, had
12
a
of
son,
birth
congratulations on the
of
nany friends among the coastwise captains
pounds.
and was also well and favorably
Searsport,
Miss Henrietta Gilkey returned Monday to known to those with whom he had business reHebron Academy after spending a week at lations in the eight times he visited Searsport |

*

1

'•

NES’

[VOL

<

tl

home.
Mrs. A. T. Whittier, who has been visiting in
North Berwick for several weeks, returned
home last week.
W. A. Chisholm and family, who have been
in town for the past two years, have

living

moved to Bangor.
A

large party from here attended the

lecture

in Bangor
by Commander Robert E. Peary
Wednesday evening.
H.
Sweetser Bros, are repainting the I.

Havener store

Main street, which

on

cently damaged by

was re-

fire.

The Ladies’ Guild of the First Congregational
church met Tuesday afternoon with Mrs. D. C.
Nichols on Union street.
Mrs. Nellie Brown, who has been visiting
to
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Whittum, returned
«

■Waltham, Mass., Monday.
Misses Sara L. Grinnell, Pronell Gilkey and
Maud Smith, who spent Christmas at home, returned to Gorham Monday.
This is the week of prayer, and union serviceswill be held

and Methodist

at tne r ’.rsi

Episcopal churches.

the
Sunday was one of the finest days of
winter, a light southwest wind prevailing and
the mercury going up to 58 at noon.
Capt. Frank 1. Pendleton and Miss Harriet

M. Erskine attended the Pendleton-Hodgdon
nuptials in Lewiston December 29th.
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Blanchard, who have
been passing a month in Florida on the St.
Johns river, returned home last Saturday.
Capt. Melville Nichols, who has been visiting
relatives in town for the past month, left for
his home

in

Seattle, Wash., last Thursday.

Grinnell and Raleigh Whittier, who
to
spent the holidays in town, have returned
Kent’s Hill, where they are attending school.
Ernest

in his schooner with cargoes of coal to the Penobscot Coal Co., all of whom were pained to
hear of his tragic death.

\J

U tiuvn

IVU,

spendholidays with her parents, Capt. and
Mrs. C. M. Nichols, on Water street, returned
Friday to Easton to resume her duties as teacher in the public schools.
Leroy D. Littlefield, the local ice dealer, harvested 600 tons of ice from Opeechee stream
Saturday and stored it in his ice house on Pike
the

the best value

THE LARGEST MAKER AND RETAILER
OF MEN’S FINE SHOES IN THE WORLD.

j

guests remaining for the evening.
The Misses Ethel, Iona and Lewene Nichols,
daughters of Capt. and Mrs. Charles M.
Nichols, entertained last Tuesday night at
their home on Water street. The house was
prettily decorated and Five Hundred was the
game, six tables being arranged. The guests
were Capt. and Mrs. Henry Curtis, Capt. and
Mrs. C. M. Meyers, Mr. and Mrs. O. C. Atwood, Mrs. William Grinneli, Miss Sarah Grinned, Miss Florence Colcord, Mrs. B. E. Larrabee, Dr. F. K. Sawyer, Rupert Co'cord, Dr.
Sumner Pattee, Sidney Bonsey, Miss Lucy Sargent, Miss Mabel Griffin, Miss Harriet Erskine,
Mr. and Mrs. James Duncan, Miss Lillian
Mowry. Miss Ethel Dodge and E. W. Gilkey.
The score cards were of white, with pencils,
each card bearing a view of Searaport. After
the game the hostesses served sandwiches,
cake, coffee and Spanish cream. Miss Ethel
left Friday morning for Easton to resume
teaching and Miss Iona returned to her school
in Milo Junction Saturday morning.

now

secure as

The ice

avenue.

was

core, and of very fine

14 inches

quality.

thick, clear of

4

Rebecca M. Ross, who spent the Christmas vacation with her parents, Capt. and Mrs.
A. M. Ross, on Main street, left Friday for
Miss

Montclair, N. J., to

resume

her

teacher in the Montclair Normal
Miss

position

as

school.

Lillian G.

spending

the

Runnells, who has been
holidays with her parents, Hon.

W. C. T. Runnells, on North Searsport avenue, returned Saturday to Melrose
Highlands, Mass., w here she is a teacher in the
public schools.

and Mrs.

Fruit of Loom

T

flat

freightcar which had

passenger

train

was

in

a

deep

cut

and the

At the annual parish meeting of the Congre- freight car was not seen until the train was near
gational church, held last Thursday, C. E. it. The air brakes w’ere at once put on and
Adams, j. P. Butman and B. F. Colcord were while the engine was somewhat damaged by
elected parish committee, C. E. Adams, clerk the collision, the cars were not injured or de-

T

1
3
h
2
u

A

ti
l<i
I
It

—

\
io

railed.

less
shaken, but the only one injured was John Gilmore, brakeman on the freight car, and he
not seriously.
The passengers and mails were
Cant. Henrv G. Curtis. SuDerintendent of
at once transferred to the caboose of the
the A. A. C. Co. at Mack’s Point, began the
freight train and proceeded to Burnham, and a
shipment of fertilizer over the B. & A. railwrecking train was summoned from Waterroad to Northern Maine, December 24th, and
ville. A train arrived from Burnham at 1.10
January 1st thirteen carloads were shipped,
p. m., bringing the morning mail, and went out
will
the
Fertilizer
Co.
The Hubbard
begin
shipabout 2 p. m., with the regular passenger cars,
men tof fertilizer to Northern Maine some time
arriving back at 7.30 p. m.
this month.
The freight train, which left the city some
last
infire
Sunday morning
The alarm of
20 or 25 minutes ahead of the passenger,
Bros,
store
was
Belfast for the fire in Whitten
was in charge of Owen Clement as conductor
distinctly heard in Searsport, the wind being and Percy Bradford, engineer. They were
from the west and the air very clear. Many endeavoring to set off a car at
Sargent's
thought that Gabriel was coming down the crossing when it got away from them, and on
a
Thomas
in
Belfast
road
from
flyer,
back
the down grade had acquired considerable moblowing his trumpets for the last roll call. mentum when it came in collision with the
in
Waldo
county passenger train. J. A. Richardson was the enBelfast has the best fire alarm
The following schooners of the W. F. Palmer gineer of the latter train.
Division Superintendent, Fred E. Sanborn of
fleet have discharged coal at the Penobscot
coal dock at Mack's Point aince the plant was Portland, waa in the city yesterday investiestablished in 1906: Baker Palmer, Singleton gating the matter.
bills for the past year
were settled and the treasurer reported a substantial balance on hand.

and treasurer.

All the

The

/

passengers

were

more

or

cream,

|

shall put out the

same

qual
■

yards Long Cloth

goods cannot possibly be sold for less than 12 l-2c.
prices. We bought early.
SMALL LOT CROSS BARS.

These

Crashes.

Crashes.

_

ie

I

Qq

600

McLellan.
Cambridge, Mass., December
31, to Mr. and Mrs. Hugh D. McLellan, a son.
Robbins. In Stonington, December 23, to
Mr. and Mrs. Timothy Robbins, a son.
White. In Cranberry Isles, December 22,
to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph White, a daughter.

we

if

bought

j
pi

at

|

Crashe

9c.

BELTS.

;

MARRIED

Lot Drummers’

ressmakers’ Tape Measures,
ooks and Eyes, 2 papers,
ack Dressing Combs, warranted unbreakable,
xrk Pins, black and white, 2 papers,
irge Spools Sewing Black Thread, suitable for sewing RugS, 2 Spools for
andkerchiefs, Hand Embroidered, limited,
nail broken lots Initial Handkerchiefs,
rummers’Samples Handkerchiefs for Sofa Pillows,
illow Tops, limited,
ecktie Holders,
ide Combs, Good,
[air Pins. Good,

BELTS.

Sample Belts—25. and

Collars.

50c.

!ie

9c.
9c
9c. spoo
9c. piece
9c. each
9c9c.
9c. each
9c.

■

u

jXan^t
geCond Wr t
a stated

A meetm
ter

District
the officer

9c. each
9c.

“

9c.

“

®0,

“

®c-

“

following i
he a.smoke

^Beif^-t
tection, in
meeting i

®Ci Palr
d#“"
■

£££

#ac"

officers w
cember .ill

■

^,'efec
H.tch, w

uei h. u

Fancy

Silk and Lace Stock Collars—25c. and 50c. value—

9c.
1 Lot Laundered Collars,
9c.

Blodgett

9c- PaCka0®
9c- ®ach

rylopsis, limited,
xge Packages Toilet Powder,

ea
ea

S

MITTENS
(limited) Boys’ and [Girls’ Mittens, ()(• per

1 lot

1
1
1
1

I
pair

WC

snail

Distrie
_I_O__ !
I
mane
Wfieeii.1

ir.ono

Cook,

all

on

»

*»“

READY-TO-WEAR GOODS

1

Hamburgs.

■

Laces.

Laces.

This is the time to

9c.
9c.

buy

Hair Ribbons and Ribbons for Fancy Work.

1 Lot Ladies’ Cotton Hosiery at
These

are

Nice

1 Lot Grey and White
1 Lot Prints, limited,

w

v

9c. per pair
“
9c.
yard
“
9c.
4 l-2c.

\

$1.50 value, $1.35

0ut.id;

arranged as conveniently as possible
promptly.
No goods charged. No
e is strictly a CASH SALE.
sale final.
Each
side. No goods exchanged.

wali

S

nt to see

The

^r.i
in wai
""

1

that

oj,''

everybody in Waldo County to this sale. You
are perfectly satisfied that you are getr ]f
Bein’

11

9c.

■
■

i
Jack?
Kno>

Crockery and Kitchln Ware Departments |

In Our

Mon

w

CRYING FOR HELP.
!

Lots of

it in

Belfast,

But

fS
Pros

DURING THE ABOVE WEEK, AN U ARY 8th TO 15th.

_■
"

Daily Growing

1

c

„tasl(

unless you
alues

tv

SALE

9c.

c*:'i

Call Patterns all the time. Now is the time to subMcCall’s Magazine—30c. per year if called for, 35c.
mailed.
1 and telephone orders promptly attended to.

9c. per yard

Seersucker,

Vice lii

11 have all goods
y to wait on you

Cl#*

(per yard)

the same values as sold in our last 9c. sale.

1 Lot Ladies’ Fleeced Gloves, 50c. value,
1 Lot Piaid Dress Goods, limited,

nil, Or

pair

40c. per

uong Hip Corsets, in all sizes,
sets, $1.00 value. 90c.

1 Lot Moire Ribbons, 4 inches wide, 9c. per yard.

IHOSfERY

Wedn
offic

>ng

CORSETS

Ribbons.

wide Ribbons in Dresden and all colors in Plain Taffeta, for

the juir
««rvedt

E

1 Lot Val. Laces, 2 yards for
1 Lot Torchon Lace, 2 yards for

Ribbons.

Is

an

Samuel

9c. eae/B
9c. em /fl
Every Coat in our store will be offered at just 1-2 price.
9c. caclvm All Suits sold at a discount of 20 %
9c.
I ALL WAISTS—This includes Silk, Tailored and Lingerie
its, 10% discount.
One small lot White Waists, samples, sizes 36 and 38, 70c each
All Skirts at 10 % discount.
We shall give you better
1
know our reputation on 9c. Hamburgs.
qvalues than ever. Good width good cloth, good work, per yaiu,
| Jne lot”Soiled Waists 50c. each.
bo % discount on all Blankets and Puffs.

Hamburgs.

tt

saw

Prices

Lot Worsted Head Shawls (limited)
Lot Towels,
Lot Fancy Tray Cloths, limited,
Lot Face Cloths, 2 for

You all

xnis

xnrousn

for three
tbe hrst

—

—

■

■

s. i

mon

■

150

a*nc

gen..

®*ver

shall have one whole counter for Remnants. Remnants in
White Goods, Remnant Worsted Dress Goods, Remnant Trimmings. Remnant Linings. In fact, all short lengths will be
culled from our regular stock.

Collars.

be;

was

Remnants

Remnants

value—&i\

a

Xern,llc,

9C.

■

■

r

1

9c.

®6———————

i:Mrs. VS.

install the

9®-

'arretts,

Crashes always 'appeal to good housekeepers.-^ We can give you a pun
linen crash, bleached and unbleached for
Regular 12 l-2c. quality
!

Clasps, extra heavy,
Elastics, fancy,
Elastics, with belt and pad, limited,

Corset

Cotton,4-4,9cJ

Notwithstanding these goods have advanced,
per yard as we did last year.

__

_

" 1

Sear

—

-■-■-...

deal

Less.

Sales of

These

people that

we

ours

just as we advertise to do.
Very truly yours,

■

—

A Tenement with Stable at No. 17, North

port Avenue. Apply
tfGO

to

J. F. WILSON.

ess

Your pai

nage will be

|

the District Court of the United States for the

n

District of Maine, Waldo County,
1
^

n

the matter of Horace W.

\

ln

Rank,.„ntCv
BanKIUPlcy*

Graves, Bankrupt.
J,n
the Creditors of Horace W. Graves of Unity,
In the County of Waldo and District aforesaid,

One-half

One-half price eale at
V.H. Richard’s this week

1

price

I

Belfast, Me.

lk account is not only
but a necessity to a
successful business man

!

j

a

luxily

GARAf,bJ^&

MACHINE CO.,
High Street, Belfast.

tar,

deposit
according

to size.

Searsport, Maine.

es-

--'

Won't you Ben

Wdaih, my hopeia
Pshaih de road *
ayeah you say,
home.
nan, come
ace

Dunbar, the

L

c

______

rho is | entertaining a classmate, Wayne Stewart of
I
pr< Chicago, leader of the Dartmouth Glee Club.—
I
Jg Portland Evening Express.

..A_k

mi-

Z

|

Searsport National Bank,

The

subscriber hereby gives notice that sbe has
ADMINISTRATRIX’S
been
administratrix of the

AUGUSTUS J. NICKERSON, late of Searsport,
In the County of Waldo, deceased and given
bonda as the law directa. All persons bavin
demands against the estate of said deceased at
desired to present the same for settlement, an
all indebted thereto are requested to make pa]
raent Immediately.
HARRIET E. NICKERSON.
Searsport, December 1*; 1808_Swl

A

j

Do you know of a man or woman who is conducting a suecessful business without the assistance of a bank account ?
No matter what line of business you are engaged in-farmthe projng, merchandising, teaching, clerking or one of
fessions, you should have an account with this bank,
leek books furnished depositors free.
interest paid on Savings Accounts.
, lyo
boxes to rent, $2.50, $3.00, $4.00 and $5.00 per
[afe

place
waiting for boat accommodations.
Inquire of

duly appointed

u$

^

while

tate of

s»a

_Bui

■

NOTICE.

prove to the

appreciated.

sale at

PERISHABLE
stored in heated
READ

we

teK“
___call

FREIGHT

J

I

Stires,

Storage

bankrupt.

Notice is hereby given that on the 24th day of
] December, A D, 1909, the said Horace W. Graves
^ ms duly
adjudicated bankrupt; and that the
rat meeting of
bts| creditors will be held at the
nice of Dunton & Morse, savings Hank Building,
,
Maine, on the 21st day of January, a.
^elfast,
k 1910, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at which
me the said creditors
may attend, prove their
c laim8, appoint a
trustee, ext*mine the bankrupts
8 nd transact such other business as
may prope rly come before said
meeting
JOHN It MASON,
Referee In Bankruptcy.
Bangor, Maine. December 81,1909.-1wl

Because

w„

W. H. Richard’s this week

o

a

Builders.

*_

|

desired benefit.”
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents. Fobter-Milbura Co., Buffalo, New York, sole agents
for the United States.
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take no
other.

Best Bu

■§ ■■■■■■■■■

_

highly of Doan’s Kidney Pills as I did at
that time and I keep a supply in the house all
the time. Different members of my family
use this remedy occasionally when ih need of a
kidney medicine and never fail to receive the

our

do

There can be no health where there is poisoned blood.
Backache is one of the first indications of j
I I JLJKJMMMIil—niiiVh~ I I
kidney trouble.
I
It is the kidneys’ cry for help. Heed it.
j
Doan’s Kidney Pills are what is wanted.
SEARSPORT NATIONAL BANK
Are just what overworked kidneys need.
The annual meeting of the stockholders of
They strengthen and invigorate the kidneys;
he Searsport National Bank will be held at
help them to do their work; never fail to cure , heir banking rooms in Searsport, on Tuesday,
case
of
disease.
kidney
any
anuary 11,1910, at 2 p. m., for the election of
irectors for the ensuing year, and for the
Read the proof from a Belfast citizen.
j ( ransaction
of such other business as legally
W. J. Clifford, 9 Northport avenue, Belfast ;
ome before the meeting.
Me., says: “l can strongly recommend Doan’s
A. H. NICHOLS, Cashier.
Searsport, January 3, 1910.—lwl
Kidney Pills. I have already told what this
remedy did for a member ot my family in a
Notice of First Meeting of Creditors.
testimonial published in 1904. I still think just
as

have been

CARLE & JONES, 2

poisonous.

a

M

INDIA LINON

The kidneys cry for help.
Not an organ in the whole body so delicately
| constructed.
A WRECK ON THE BRANCH.
Not one so important to health.
The kidneys are the filters of the blood.
Train
in
Collision
With
a
Wild
Passenger
When they fail the blood becomes foul and
Freight Car.

Waldo stations, with

Eariy buyers will do

LIST OF SMALL WARES SOLD FOR 9c.

Ginghams 1

blue, pink and grey, 9c. ■

In

broken away from the freight train which preceded the passenger train out of the city. The

note those marked limited.
but ALL FRESH and up-to-date.

wanted, and as you read the fol
Remember these are not

ones.

Outings—best Outings, fancy, plain, white,

Buzzell. In Searsport, December 31, to
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Buzzell, a son.
Gray. In Sedgwick, December 19, to Mr.
and Mrs. Roland H. Gray, a son, Lawrence La-

The installation of the newly elected officers
of Osceola Council, Degree of Pocahontas, will
be held next Tuesday evening, postponed by
reason of the illness of the Pocahontas-elect,
Miss Georgie Sheldon.

in any previous
at this price. This
cases we could not

perB

mont.

The passenger train which left Belfast at 7 a.
m. Tuesday was in collision half an hour later,
when about half way between Citypoint and

Bel
Be

B*3'

on our counters

Milward Needles, 2 papers,
■
1 Lot New Spring Ginghams, 9c. per yard.
Large Spools Baste Cotton, 2 spools,
5C0 yards Percales, mostly blues, 36 in. wide, 9c.
Belding Sewing Silk,
sold
be
for
on
will
counters
Angora Braid, all colors,
9cB
yard
Flannelette—every

bokn

A special conclave of Palestine Commandery,
No. 14, Knights Templar, was held at the
Masonic Temple last Monday evening with
work in the Order of the Temple.

as we

Dress

We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
cured by
any case of Catarrh that cannot be
Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
O.
CHENEY
&
Toledo,
F. J.
CO.,
We, the undersigned, have known F. J.
Cheney for the last 16 years, and believe him
perfectly honorable in all business transactions
and financially able to carry out any obligations
made by his firm.
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the system. Testimonials sent free.
Price 75 cents per bottle. Sold by all Drugists.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

SECRET SOCIETIES.

much

better than the later

1 nis r

s

placed

good thing that can possibly be sold
closed out BIG LOTS of them. In some

Store i

> hoe

The Colburn

v»v

ever

see a

"SUPERIOR TO OTHER MAKE8.
"I have worn W. L. Douglas shoes for the
far
six
years, and always find they are
past
superior to all other high grade sl oes in style,
W. G. JONES.
comfort and durability."
119 Howard Ave., Utica. N. Y.
facIf I could take you into my
tories at Brockton, Mass., and show you

j

been Washington, Monroe, Polk, Tyler, Taylor,
Pierce, Buchanan, Garfield, McKinley, Roosevelt and Taft. Jackson was said to have affiliated with the Masons, only to withdraw or
conceal his affiliation during the “anti-Masonry” excitement, but apparently Mr. Newhall
needs no evidence of “Old Hickory” ever being
initiated.

S3

■cc 2.

4

Black-Carpenter. In Plainfield, N.J., NoSch. Fuller Palmer, Capt. O. W. Clark, finvember 20, William M. Black of Belfast and
Miss Ethel M. Carpenter of Windsor, Maine.
ished discharging Monday at the Penobscot
Blodgett-Wentworth. In Belfast, DecemCoal dock and sailed Tuesday for Newport
ber 24, by Rev. Ashley A. Smith, Hobart W.
Tarratine Tribe of Red Men will install offi- !
News.
Blodgett of Morrill and Bessie C. Wentworth
work will be i of Waldo.
At a special town meeting, held last Thurs- | cers next Monday evening and
Dow-Day. In Belfast, December 28, by Rev.
to continue conferred in the Adoption degree on one candiinstructed
were
selectmen
the
day,
Ashley A. Smith, Moses A. Dow and Mrs. Gerwill
be
an enterthere
which
date,
for
twelve
following
town
in
schools
the winter term of
trude Day, both of Belfast.
tainment and supper. Three applications were
Forsaith-Perkins. In Camden, December
weeks.
received at the last meeting and there was 25, Howard Austin Forsaith of Boston and Ella
Goodell
and
Mrs.
D.
S.
and
daughter
Perkins of Camden.
Capt.
w’ork in the Adoption degree,
Marston-Lothrof. In Rockland, December
Danzy, who have been visiting in Allston, |
Elmer E. Marston of Falmouth and E. Myrelected
the
fol29,
Aurora
Rebekah
has
last
Lodge
Mass., for several weeks, returned home
Noble Grand, Isabel Ginn; ; tie Lothrop of Rockland.
lowing officers:
Saturday.
Young-McLange. In Camden, December
Vice Grand, Mrs. E. P. Frost; Recording Secre- 15. Mr. William James Young and Miss Flora
Schooner Rebecca Palmer, Capt. Campbell,
Mrs. Samuel Adams; Financial Secretary, Me Lange, both of Rockland.
finished discharging Wednesday' at the Penob- tary,
Mrs. Effie M. Harrison, Treasurer, Mrs. Vannie
scot coal dock and sailed Thursday for NewDIED
H. Cunningham; Trustees, John A. Fogg, Mrs.
port News.
I C. J. Pattee, Mrs. H. D. Clough.
Bunker. In Islesboro, December 30, Capt. j
Miss Mabel Iona Nichols left Saturday for
A. Bunker, aged 69 years.
Waldo Lodge of Odd Fellows elected the fol- Edgar
Milo Junction after spending the holidays with
Bicknell. In Belfast. January 2, Mr. Stephen
last G.
officers
at
their
meeting
lowing
regular
Bicknell, aged 81 years, 2 months and 4 days.
her parents, Capt. and Mrs. C. M. Nichols, on
Emerson. In New York city, December 17,
| Friday evening: Noble Grand, Louis J. SanWater street.
A. Emerson, of Englewood, N. J., son
born; Vice Grand, Leslie C. Follett; Secretary, George
Capt. Nicholas Parse, who has been visiting John S. Davidson; Financial Secretary, Charles of the late Aaron P. Emerson, of Orland, aged
68 years.
|
j
liis son, Capt. James B. Parse, of the steamer
Fredson. In Center Lincolnville, December
H. Sargent; Treasurer, Ralph H. Howes; TrusTexan, for the past two weeks, returned home
26, Stephen Fredson, aged 92 years, 10 months i
tee, Robert F. Dunton; Agent, M. C. Murch.
and 27 days.
last Saturday.
Haney. In Belfast, January 4, James Haney, j
Mystic lodge, F. and A. M., of Hampden, has
Harold R. Smart, assistant teacher in the
elected these officers: Charles E. Lawrence, aged 68 years and 5 months.
Hurd
In Ash Point, December 23, Jane
Fatten High school, spent New Year’s with his
WM.; Ralph Moore, SW; Roy Sweetsir, JW; Hurd, widow of Luther H. Hurd, aged 71 years, j
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Smart, on North
M.
Arthur
B.
SD;
Baker,
Jones. In Union, December 25, Lucy, widow
JD;
Joseph Hoyt,
Sears port avenue.
of Zimri Jones, aged 74 years.
I Greeley, treas,; W. H. Tribou, sec.; George
Jordan. In Thorrdike, January 2, the inMiss Lillian Mowry entertained Misses Helen
Holland, chaplain; F. Cole, SS; N. C. Cole, JS; fant
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. S. S. Jordan,
A. A. Pomeroy, marshal, Joseph Eveleth, tyler.
aged 2 months and 6 days.
East Belfast at lunch, December 29th, at her
Kaler. In Waldoboro, December 24, John
At the annual meeting of Fort Knox lodge,
C. Kaler, aged 70 years.
home on Main street.
I. O. O. F., Bucksport, held December 30th, the
Leonard. In Brooks, December 22, Mrs. i
Mr. H. C. Holmes, our Main street druggist,
following officers were elected for the year Hester A. Leonard, aged 76 years, 1 month
is confined to his home on Reservoir street
and
4 days.’.
1910: N. G., Melville Chapman; V. G., Murray
Leathers. In Billerica, Mass., January 29,
with the grip, and Mr. M. A. Cook is supplying
Clay; secretary, Harry F. Ames; treasurer, Mrs. Mary F. Leathers, aged 72 years, 10
his place in the store.
Burke Leach; Trustees, George N. Towle, months and 19 days.
Leach. In Bucksport, December 20, Mrs.
Miss Celia E. Sargent, who has been visiting Everett
Pierce, Richard I. Whitmore.
Richard Leach, aged 73 years and 25 days.
her brothers, James E. and Leander M. Sarwith
action
of
the
Grand
Oxton. In Rockville, December 29 Capt.
In accordance
the
gent, Jr., in Merna, Wyoming, for several
74 years, 1 month, 23 days.
Royal Arch Chapter of Maine, chapters of in- James Oxton, aged
Patterson. In Belfast, January 5, Rufus
months, returned home last week.
struction will be held as follows: At Rockland, K.
Patterson, aged 89 years and 6 days.
Miss Henrietta J. West, who has been at
Price. In Northport, December 29, Mabel,
Friday, January 21st, at 3 o’clock p. m.; at
work in Brooklyn, N. Y., returned home last
wife
of Dudley Price, aged 43 years and 6
o’clock
at
2.30
March
8th,
Houlton, Tuesday,
p.
week, and has a clerical position with the m. Instruction will be given by the grand lec- months.
In Roxbury, Mass., December 12,
Place.
Buffalo Fertilizer Co. of Houlton.
turer in the ritual and secret work of the sev- Mrs. Lucy F. Place, aged 76 years, formerly of
If the northwest gale continues the schooner eral degrees. It is desired that every high Camden.
Shaw. In Belfast, January 1, Mr. Francis
Fuller Palmer, which sailed Tuesday morning,
priest, king and scribe in this jurisdiction, who Shaw, aged 79 years and
15 days.
should make the run to Newport News in 48 can possibly do so, may attend one of these
Sleeper. In Rockland, December 24, Rebechours, at the rate she went out of the bay.
chools of instruction. All Royal Arch Masons ca Frances, wife of Capt. William Sleeper,
aged 76 years, 7 months and 28 days.
n good standing are invited to attend.
Miss Katherine Kneeland, who has been
Thorndike.
In Rockland, December 28,
who
Charles
L.
is
to
Mr.
Mrs. Hulda S. Thorndike, aged 92 years, 4
spending the holidays with her parents, Mr.
Newhall,
According
and Mrs. J. H. Kneeland, returned Saturday credited with delving deep into the history of months, 26 days.
In Montville, December 28,
Twitchell.
to Chelsea, Mass., to resume her position as the order ii) the United States, the Presidents
Miss Viola Twitchell, aged about 65 years.
teacher.
who have been “free and accepted Masons” of
Vose. In Knox, January 3, infant son of
indisputable regularity and good standing have Mr. and Mrs. Elden Vose, aged 4 months.
Miss Ethel M. Nichols, who has been

ing

■

at ■

January 8, and closes Saturday
15, 1910.

m.,

Mrs. John H. Montgomery of Bucksport, who
has been the guest for a week of her father, !
large
Judge J, W. Black, on Main street, gave a
kitchen linen shower Wednesday, December
how carefully W. L. Douglas shoes are
29th,for Miss Joanna C. Colcord, whose engagemade, you would realize why they hold
ment to Charles Tarbox of Machias was anand
nounced some time ago. The invited guests their shape, fit better, wear longer,
are of greater value than any other make.
were Mrs. B. E. Larrabee, Miss Mildred Shute,
and
name
prise
L.
Miss
Douglas
Miss Florence Colcord,
Lucy Sargent, «■ AUTIOW-See that W. Take
& o Hiib*t,it»i*t*.
is stamped on the bottom.
Miss Mabel Griffin, Miss Harriet Erskine, Mrs.
If your dealer cannot fit you with W h.Douglas shoes,
Edson Fletcher, Mrs. James Duncan, although
write for Mail Order Catalog. VN L.Douglas, lhockton.
Miss Colcord Mass.
-FOR SALE BYall were not able to be present.
received many useful bits of kitchen linen and
the afternoon was pleasantly spent sewing.
X\ls

ent!

ice:

JO,

g

W
^

